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Breaking a symmetry down to a subgroup
Spontaneous symmetry breaking refers to the breaking of the symme-
try of the underlying physical laws by states of matter, without any asym-
metric external disturbances. However, it also acts as a guiding principle
to explore physical laws in many fields of modern physics, such as those
govering magnetism [1, 2], superfluidity [3, 4], superconductivity [5, 6] and
mass generation of fundamental particles [7–10]. Nevertheless, there is an
aspect which is obvious but has been somewhat overlooked: there are rich
hierarchies of the symmetry broken phases.
Following the symmetry principle, a symmetry can break down to any
of its subgroups. Each of these subgroups corresponds to a long range or-
der which has its own ground state manifold and supports distinct rigidity
and topological excitations. The associated phase transitions may have
di erent nature in, for instance, the continuity of thermodynamic quan-
tities and, if continuous, the type of critical properties. Moreover, the
original symmetry G0 can break to a symmetry G1 having non-trivial
subgroups, and the latter one can further break, G0 æ G1 æ G2 æ ...,
with new orders having their own rigidity and topological defects develop-
ing from the previous one. This in turn means that, next to the breaking
of a symmetry directly to a smaller group, one can break it step by step
as well, leading to a rich landscape of intermediate phases.
In this thesis we will use the three-dimensional orthogonal group O(3)
as the parent symmetry and discuss spontaneous breaking of O(3) to its
subgroups, the three-dimensional point groups. Since O(3) is a rotational
group, breaking it will generally lead to orientational orders. In many in-
stances, such as in crystals, these orientational orders may be accompanied
with a translational order. However, for simplicity we will only consider
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situations where translational symmetries are not broken or not relevant.
Following the terminology developed in the field of liquid crystals [11],
the associated symmetry broken phases may be called generalized nemat-
ics, where “generalized” refers to a richer landscape of symmetries and
degrees of freedom. The symmetry associated with a nematic order will
relate to an arbitrary point group, and constituents of the system are not
necessarily mesogens as in a classical liquid crystals, but can also comprise
electrons and spins, as in electronic quantum liquid crystals [12–14] and
spin nematics [15, 16].
Why O(3)?
O(3) is of practical importance. It is the rotational group of our three-
dimensional world, O(3) broken orders can emerge from alignments of
real objects. For instance, the familiar uniaxial nematic liquid crystal,
which has been commonly used in industry in making display screens, is
a phase of aligned cylindrical molecules. Moreover, O(3) also describes
the e ective degrees of freedom of many magnetic systems. E.g., in the
Heisenberg model, although 12 -spins are usually parameterized by SU(2)
fields, the Hamiltonian is invariant under O(3).
On the other hand, the group structure of O(3) is also su ciently com-
plex and rich. The subgroups of O(3) are classified as three dimensional
point groups: they provide a vast family of candidates for symmetry bro-
ken phases (see Fig. 1.1 for a selection). The nature of the associated
phase transitions are unclear or unexplored for most of them, and the few
well-studied instances evidence that they do have di erent critical proper-
ties. For example, the transition O(3) æ CŒv [17] and O(3) æ C1 [18] fall
into the Heisenberg and the O(4) universality class, respectively, while the
transition O(3) æ DŒh [11] is weakly first order. Moreover, apart from
the C1 symmetry, where O(3) is fully broken, each of these point groups
can break further, thereby leaving room for various intermediate phases
and transition sequences. E.g., if we choose the D2 symmetry to break,
both the direct O(3) æ D2 transition, and transition sequences like



















Cs  = C1h  = C1v Ci  = S2
O(2)  = C v
SO(2)  = C 
Figure 1.1. A selection of three-dimensional point groups. Following
from the symmetry principle, each point group can correspond to an orienta-
tional order. The lines indicate subgroup relations (not unique) and spontaneous
symmetry breaking may occur between any two groups connected by them. Here
the Oh case is highlighted as an example, showing that one can descend all the
way down to C1 corresponding to full symmetry breaking; all orientationally or-
dered (generalized nematic) phases related to the symmetries connected by the
thick lines are allowed. The Schönflies notation is used.
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and
O(3) æ Oh æ D4h æ D4 æ D2 (1.2)
can in principle occur. Furthermore, O(3) broken orders support rich
topological defects. According to homotopy classifications [19, 20], these
defects are in general non-Abelian and can lead to new exotic (non-
Abelian) statistics. They can also be excited individually or simultane-
ously, producing various configurations of order parameter fields and even
possibly interfering with the nature of a phase transition.
Discrete non-Abelian gauge theory
O(3) symmetry is not mysterious, and the physics of nematic orders
has been subject to intensive research since the late 19th century [21, 22].
However, why does our understanding remain largely limited to a few
simple examples, like CŒv ≥= O(2) (Heisenberg magnets), DŒh (uniax-
ial nematics) and D2h (biaxial nematics)? Apart from the experimental
challenges, from the theory point of view, a central issue is the lack of an
e cient theoretical tool to cope with highly symmetric orders.
Though in principle we can employ the standard Landau paradigm
to study generalized nematic orders, there are couple of obstacles. The
Landau theory of phase transitions uses a functional of order parameters
with a certain symmetry. This means that order parameters are required
before we can actually write down the Landau free energy. However,
such order parameters are generally non-trivial to construct. Moreover,
to be able to reflect the unbroken symmetry, the order parameters are
in general complicated tensors of high rank, which makes the resulting
Landau theory very involved and di cult to solve. Finally, the topological
defects of interests are usually not explicitly encoded in a Landau theory,
unless they are added artificially.
The central result of this thesis is the introduction of an alternative
theory that can e ciently cope with all O(3) broken nematic orders and
fit them in a unified framework [23]. The theory revolves around a dis-
crete non-Abelian gauge theory, namely a discrete version of Yang-Mills
theory [24], generalizing the Lammert-Rokshar-Toner model of an Abelian
Z2 gauge symmetry [25, 26]. Here the term “discrete” does not only mean
that the theory is defined on a lattice [27], but also that the gauge group
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is discrete. This gauge group is a three-dimensional point group sym-
metry. Based on the fact that a gauge symmetry cannot break [28], it
can e ectively realize the symmetry breaking of O(3) to arbitrary point
group symmetries. Since in the theory a point group is used for fixing
degrees of freedom of the gauge symmetry, the theory is highly flexible
and convenient for all point groups symmetries. It also can act as an or-
der parameter generator for generalized nematic phases [29], rather than
requiring order parameters as inputs. Moreover, in terms of gauge cou-
plings, tuning parameters of topological defects are hardwired into the
theory.
Outline of this thesis
Before coping with the full complexity of O(3) broken nematic orders,
we first discuss in Chapter 2 nematic orders breaking SO(2) symmetry [30]
as a preliminary example. SO(2) is the two-dimensional proper rotational
group and is Abelian, breaking it can lead to two-dimensional nematic
orders characterized by cyclic groups CN . We will start with reviewing the
topological melting of two dimensional crystals at zero temperature [31],
where such CN nematic phases emerge as rotational symmetry broken
superfluids. We then construct an order parameter theory, an Abelian
SO(2)/ZN gauge theory, for these quantum CN nematics and discuss the
associated phase transitions. We demonstrate how vectors can be turned
into CN symmetric fields by coupling to ZN gauge fields, and show that
the CN nematic phase can be realized by the Higgs phase in a gauge
theory. The core idea of implementing the nematic symmetry by a gauge
symmetry is clarified in this chapter.
In Chapter 3, we begin with the main topic of this thesis: three-
dimensional generalized nematic orders and their description with a non-
Abelian gauge theory [23]. We show that as a single vector is not su cient
to describe these orders, we have to depart from O(3) matrix fields. This
leads to a non-Abelian O(3)/G gauge theory, where G specifies the point
group symmetry. The advantages of this theory in comparison with tra-
ditional Landau methods are discussed in detail here. We also apply it
to various nematic orders and examine their phase transitions. With the
benefit that this gauge -theoretical description provides a common refer-
ence for all point-group-symmetric nematic orders, we uncover the giant
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fluctuations in highly symmetric orders and identify a fluctuation-driven
chiral liquid phase.
Chapter 4 focuses on the order parameter tensors of these generalized
nematics, being three-dimensional orientational ordering tensors [29]. We
first discuss the di culty in constructing such tensors and then develop
a systematic way of deriving them from the O(3)/G gauge theory. Or-
dering tensors of the physically most interesting cases, including all the
crystallographic point groups, the icosahedral groups and the five infinite
axial groups, are presented in explicit form. We analyze the structure of
these order parameters and their relation with the O(3) subgroup struc-
ture. Additionally, the way to measure these tensor order parameters and
of using them in determining the symmetry of a phase is discussed.
In Chapter 5, we futher examine the structure of nematic order param-
eters and the intermediate phases emerging when breaking O(3) [32]. We
show that, various intermediate phases can be easily realized in our gauge
theory with anisotropic couplings. This anisotropy is in analogy with the
biaxiality in the context of biaxial liquid crystals, and is allowed for all
finite axial point groups {Cn, Cnv, S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd}. We thus gen-
eralize the well-known biaxial-uniaxial transition of D2h-biaxial nematics
to a much broader realm.
Finally, we conclude our study with an outlook in Chapter 6.





nematics in 2 + 1 dimensions
In this chapter, we will discuss nematics of two dimensional cyclic symme-
tries at zero temperature, as a preliminary example of the general three-
dimensional point-group-symmetric nematics. These are quantum CN ne-
matics which are Abelian and can be obtained from quantum crystalline
states by dislocation mediated melting in two spatial dimensions. We first
recollect some results of the melting procedure in a duality language and
then construct an order parameter theory for the resulting nematic orders
and discuss the realization of nematic orders by discrete gauge theories.
2.1 Topological melting of a crystal
2.1.1 Topological defects in crystals
Crystalline orders can be perturbed by excitations of the ground state.
Ordinary excitations like external shear forces and propagating phonons
are smooth disturbances of the order parameter. However, there are also
excitations that diminish the order in the form of local singularities in the
order parameter fields. Because the order parameter field is smooth ev-
erywhere outside of the singularity, the influence of the singularity can be
noticed throughout the rest of the system. As this influence does not de-
pend on local details, these singularities are called topological defects. As
crystals break both translation and rotation symmetry of the real space,
there are two topologically distinct excitations: dislocations and disclina-
tions. They are point and line defects in two and three spatial dimensions,
respectively, and are classified by homotopy theory [19, 20].
The topological defects associated with translational order are called
dislocations, which can be visualized by the so-called Volterra process:
making an imaginary cut in the material and inserting a half-line of par-
ticles ending at the dislocation core (Fig. 2.1) [33, 34]. If one traverses
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Figure 2.1. Dislocation in a 2D square lattice crystal. In the Volterra pro-
cesses, a dislocation is a half-line insertion, indicated by the dashed red line. Its
topological charge is a Burgers vector, indicated by an arrow. This charge can be
picked up by traversing a contour around the defect as indicated by the dotted
line.
a circuit around the dislocation core, we notice that there is a deficient
displacement. In other words, the lattice distance becomes ill-defined near
the dislocation. It is in this sense that dislocations perturb translational
order. In the extreme case, dislocations proliferate and completely destroy
translational order. The deficient lattice displacement is a vector quantity
called the Burgers vector B = Ba [35],˛
C
dxmˆmua = Ba. (2.1)
It is the topological charge associated with the dislocation. The circuit
C around the dislocation core used to measure the displacement is called
Burgers circuit (Fig. 2.1). In three dimensions the dislocation core is a
line. If the Burgers vector is orthogonal to the line, it is called an edge
dislocation, and when the Burgers vector is parallel to the dislocation
it is called a screw dislocation. By viewing a 2D system as a planar
cut orthogonal to the defect line, 2D dislocations can be said to be edge
dislocations.
The topological defects associated with rotational order are called
disclinations. The Volterra process for creating a disclination is mak-
ing a cut and inserting or removing a whole wedge of material (Fig. 2.2)
[33, 34]. In a crystal, the operation must always be an element of the
point group (e.g. a multiple of fi2 -rotation in a square lattice) to ensure
the gluing together of the deformed lattice is locally smooth. The topo-
logical charge is obtained by the angle of rotation in parallel transporting
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(a) disclination (b) Volterra construction
Figure 2.2. Disclinations in a 2D square lattice crystal. (a) A disclination is
the insertion of a wedge. The site at the defect core has five instead of four
neighboring sites, therefore the Frank charge is fi2 . This can be picked up by
parallel transport of a vector along a closed circuit around the disclination core,
indicated by the dotted line. (b) The Volterra construction of a disclination. The
inserted material us indicated by dashed lines.
of a vector around the disclination core, see Fig. 2.2(a). It is called the




ab = Wc1···cD≠2 . (2.2)
In D spatial dimensions, the Frank tensor has D ≠ 2 components. So in
2D it is a scalar W and in 3D a vector Wc. The Frank tensor points perpen-
dicular to the plane of rotation, and its magnitude denotes the deficient
angle. In 3D, the straightforward generalization of a 2D disclination is to
have the disclination line pointing out of the plane in Fig. 2.2(a), that is,
parallel to its Frank vector. This is called a wedge disclination for obvious
reasons. When the Frank vector is orthogonal to the disclination line it is
called a twist disclination.
However, dislocations and disclinations are not independent. A dislin-
cation can be viewed as an infinite set of dislocation and is energetically
much more costly, and a dislocation can be viewed as the disclination and
anti-dislicnation pair.
2.1.2 Defect mediated melting
As the influence of the topological defect perturbs is noticeable even at
long distances from the singularity, the energy of a single defect grows with
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distance, as the energy of a vortex in a superfluid grows logarithmically
with distance. Therefore, one hardly finds isolated defects in long-range
ordered materials; instead one finds pairs of defects–antidefects that to-
gether are topologically neutral at length scales larger than that of defect
separation. The creation of such a pair costs a finite amount of energy.
In imaginary time, the creation and subsequent annihilation of such
a defect pair can be represented by a closed loop in spacetime. Upon
increasing quantum fluctuations, the number of these loops increases and
the size of these loop grows. At a critical point, these loops blow out and
single defects appears and proliferate. This lead to the destruction of the
ordered state.
However, due to the hierarchy of the topological defects of translations
and rotations, dislocations are intrinsically easier to produce than discli-
nations. Therefore, the proliferation of disclinations and dislocation can
happen separately, although a priori one cannot exclude the possibility
that the disclinations will proliferate together with the dislocations giving
rise to the first-order transition directly from the solid to the isotropic
liquid.
Only dislocations proliferating but disclinations staying massive will
lead to a state where the translational symmetry is restored but the break-
ing of the rotational symmetry of the solid is maintained, i.e., a nematic or
liquid crystal phase. Since the dislocation does not take the responsibil-
ity for rotational symmetry breaking, their proliferation will still broken
as characterized by the point group of the ‘parent’ crystal. These form
the family of ‘nematic-like’ liquid crystals. In 2 spatial dimensions, these
nematics are classfied by the subgroup of O(2), leading to chiral or non-
chiral nematic with p-fold symmetry [30]. The classical correspondance
for this phase is the hexatic phase with D6 symmetry [37].
2.2 Quantum field theory description of disloca-
tion melting and quantum nematics
2.2.1 Stress-strain duality
The above procedure of topological melting can be well described by uti-
lizing the stress-strain duality in elasticity [31, 38, 14, 39], which is an
extended version of the familiar vortex-boson duality [33].
In the stress-strain duality, the strain variables ˆmua are the original
16




Here ua is a displacement in two spatial dimensions with a = x, y. µ =
· , x, y, however, is the index of spacetime, so dynamical case with imaginary-
time derivatives ˆ· ua taken into account [14]. Correspondingly, the stan-
dard textbook spatial elasticity tensor is now expanded to a spatio-temporal
variant Cµ‹ab. The stresses are the canonical momenta conjugate to the





The factor ≠i stems from the imaginary-time formalism.
In the duality, we will take the stresses as the principal variables and
express the strains ˆ‹ub in terms of stress ‡aµ,







‹ + i‡aµˆµua. (2.5)
C≠1µ‹ab denotes the inverse of the elasticity tensor. When the underlying
solid is isotropic, Cµ‹ab can be diagonalized and requires only two elasticity
moduli, and can be easily inverted [31]. For anisotropic solids, Cµ‹ab
contains o -diagonal entries and requires extra moduli, and is di cult to
invert. However, it is anticipated that this anisotropy can be reproduced
by the anisotropy in the dislocation condensate.
Next we separate the displacement field into smooth and singular parts
ua(x) = uasmooth(x) + u
a
sing(x). On the smooth part we perform integra-




µ = 0. (2.6)
This relation represents the well-known fact that stress is locally conserved
in a solid.
In two spatial dimensions, Eq. (2.6) can be explicitly enforced by ex-






where baµ = (bat , bam) = ( 1cT b
a
· , bam) with cT being the phonon velocity. ba⁄ is
a flavored vector with six components. However, there are two indepen-
dent gauge transformations which leave the stress tensor invariant,
ba⁄(x) æ ba⁄(x) + ˆ⁄Áa(x), (2.8)
where Áx and Áy are two arbitrary scalar fields. The number of physical
degrees of freedom is then reduced to four, corresponding to Eq. (2.6).





t ≠ ˆtbnn = 0, (2.9)
one can further reduces ba⁄ to three degrees of freedom, which correspond
to the three independent components of symmetric strains in two spatial
dimensions.
Substituting the definition Eq. (2.7) into the Lagrangian Eq. (2.5) we
find







‡) + iba⁄Ja⁄ , (2.10)
where in the second line we have defined the dislocation current Ja⁄ after




analogous to the vortex density in the standard vortex-boson duality
[41, 42]. From this action we see that dislocations Ja⁄ can be viewed
as charged particles and interact by exchanging gauge fields ba⁄. For this
reason the fields ba⁄ are referred to as stress photons in the stress-strain
duality. Moreover, the dislocations can in turn lead to shear stress in the
material and therefore source the stress gauge fields.
2.2.2 Quantum nematic as dual stress superconductor
As we start with a bosonic crystal, it is natural to expect that these dis-
locations are also bosonic. Therefore, at the melting transition to the
nematic phase, these dislocation will proliferate and condense. Moreover,
in the content of stress-strain duality, dislocations are charged particles
and interact by electromagnetism-like stress gauge fields. Therefore, the
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condensate of dislocations means BEC of charged particles and the ne-
matic phase in this content can be viewed as a superconductor, a dual
stress superconductor, as the disordered superfluid (Mott insulator) can
be viewed as an superconductor of vortexes.
However, the dislocation condensate has a variety of complications,
rendering the stress superconductor to be a much richer a air. First of all,
instead of the simple scalar topological charge of the vortex (the winding
number), dislocations carry the Burgers vector charge Ba. For a lattice
in two spatial dimensions, Ba is quantized in terms of two orthogonal
vectors. This translates to stress gauge fields baµ coming in two ‘Burg-
ers flavors’. Comparing to the vortex condensate characterized by a single
U(1)-condensate field, this implies that we have to cope with two indepen-
dent disorder fields taking care of the restoration of translational symme-
try in the two orthogonal space directions. We therefore need two complex
scalar Higgs fields Fa = |Fa|ei„a with a = x, y to represent the disloca-
tion condensate. Therefore, the amplitude of dislocation condensate can
be regarded as that of a two-component Bose–Einstein condensate,
L|F| = V (|Fx|, |Fy|)
= –x2 |Fx|2 + –y2 |Fy|2 + —x4 |Fx|4 + —y4 |Fy|4 + “2 |Fx|2|Fy|2, (2.12)
where “ describes the interaction between the two condensates, –x,y and
—x,y a ect symmetries.
Furthermore, to incorporate the condensate phase fluctuations and the
dual stress gauge fields, we can rest on a general principle: the coupling
between gauge fields and an isolated charged particle iAµJµ turns into
the minimal gauge coupling of the condensate field formed from these
particles, enumerated by the covariant derivative ˆµ ≠ iAµ acting on the
condensate field. Dealing with stress photons, the flavored sourcing term
ibaµJaµ suggests that the disorder field theory should contain the covariant
derivative terms ≥ |(eaˆµ ≠ ibaµ)Fa|2 for all flavors, where ea denotes the
basis vectors.
Moreover, there is one more ingredient that has to be dealt with: the
glide constraint, ‘tµaJaµ = 0, which restricts the dislocations to only move
along their Burgers vectors, when interstitial excitations are absent [43].
This can be imposed by a Lagrange multiplier field ⁄(x) [14, 39, 43],
Lglide = i⁄‘tµaJaµ . (2.13)
Then at any stage of the calculation, integrating out ⁄ will impose the
19







The recipe is now to replace baµ with baµ + ⁄‘tµa when coupling to dislo-
cations, which works equally well for single dislocations as for dislocation
condensates.
Concluding, in the path integral, the dislocation source term including
the glide constraint Eq. (2.14) is just a gauge covariant derivative “dressed
with the glide constraint” acting on the Fx,y disorder fields. This implies






ˆµ ≠ ibaµ ≠ i⁄‘tµa
2
Fa|2. (2.15)
We have now completed the formulation of the disorder field theory
describing the dual stress superconductors. In full it is given by the La-
grangian,
Lstress SC = Lkin + L| | + Lstress (2.16)
where the minimal coupling term Lkin takes care of the interactions be-
tween the stress gauge fields and the dual disorder parameters, the conden-
sation of the disorder fields is governed by the potential L| |, Eq. (2.12),
and
Lstress = 12 (‘µŸ⁄ˆŸba⁄)C≠1µ‹ab(‘‹fl‡ˆflbb‡) (2.17)
given by Eq. (2.10), describing the stress gauge fields of the crystal.
2.2.3 Collective modes of quantum nematics
We have discussed the filed theory description of the topological melting
of crystals in 2 + 1 d. With the Lagrangian Eq. (2.16), we can compute
the spectrum of the collective modes of quantum nematics. Remarkably,
besides two modes inherited from propagating phonons of a crystal, there
are in additional a rotational Goldstone mode due to the O(2) rotational
symmetry breaking and phase fluctuations of the flavored dislocation con-




In the duality language, dislocations are charged particles coupled to the
dual stress gauge fields and quantum nematics can be regarded as stress
superconductors. Much like the U(1) gauge field obtains a Higgs mass in
a real superconductor, a component of stress photon fields baµ will acquire
a mass set by the magnitude of the dislocation condensate. The massive
components of stress photon fields propagate shear stress and duals from
the transversal phonon in a solid. Moreover, in analogy with the Meissner
e ect of a real superconductor, external shear stresses are expelled from
the dual stress superconductor. This just reflects the fact that, nematic
liquid crystals do not carry the shear modulus, thus can not propagate
shear stress.
Zero sound of the nematic superfluid
Though nematic liquid crystals do not have response to shear force, they
response to compressional force and can propagate sound. In the stress-
strain duality, under proper coordinate framework and gauge fixing, one
can show that dislocations decouple from the component of stress gauge
fields propagating compressional stress [31]. To this component of the
stress gauge field, dislocations are neutral particles whose condensate is a
superfluid, instead a superconductor. Moreover, the dislocation superfluid
will liberate the constituent bosons from the crystal lattice to form a
real superfluid. Therefore, the compressional sound, inherited from the
longitudinal phonon of a crystal, is actually the zero sound of a superfluid.
Rotational Goldstone mode
The nematic superfluid just discussed, however, is di erent to a normal
superfluid, since though the translational symmetry is restored, the rota-
tional symmetry remains broken. Followed from the Goldstone theorem
[44], there is a rotational Goldstone mode from the O(2) rotational sym-
metry breaking. One further finds that, the velocity of this mode is propo-
tional to the magnitute of the dislocation condensate[45]. This is consis-
tent with the fact that the rotational Goldstone mode is missing in solids.
At a more fundamental level, this mode is confined in solids similar to the
confinement in QCD. The rotational Goldstone mode is a perturbation
to the orientational order sourced by external torque force or individual
disclinations. In a solid, the energy cost for propagating the torque stress
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or for separating a disclination-anti-disclination pair grows with distance
r as r2. Therefore, single disclinations are confined, and by perturbing a
solid with an external torque source will excite massless phonons, instead
of rotational Goldstone modes. In quantum nematics, however, disloca-
tions are free and disclinations are deconfined defects in the background
of dislocation condensates. The force of separating a disclination and an
anti-disclination decays logarithmically, as separating a vortex-anti-vortex
pair, and rotational Goldstone modes are thus propagating.
On the other hand, this mode is overdamped in a thermal classical
nematic liquid crystal. In a thermal nematic, which mechanically is a
fluid, the rotational Goldstone mode couples to the circulation of the fluid
and, therefore, is subjected to viscous damping. Dealing with quantum
nematics, which is a superfluid, circulations are massive and can only enter
in form of quantized vortices. Therefore the rotational Goldstone mode
is protected against the circulation and can propagate as an undamped
mode.
Massive phase modes of dislocation condensate
There are also phase fluctuations of dislocation condensates. These modes
are massive and reveal the short range structure of the system. That is,
the translational symmetry has been restored in quantum nematics by
the dislocation condensate, however, at the energy scale larger than the
Higgs mass of dislocation condensates (the length scale smaller than the
distance between dislocations), the system will discover its short-range
crystal nature.
2.3 Order parameter theory for 2 + 1 d quantum
nematics
In the melting process to quantum nematics discussed in the previous
chapter, the translational symmetry has been restored by dislocation con-
densate. What remains of the crystalline order is the discrete rotational
symmetry, for which the corresponding topological defects are disclina-
tions. The next step is to develop a theory describing phases with these
discrete rotational symmetries and their transitions to the isotropic liq-
uid. The rotational symmetries of nematics melt from 2 + 1 d crystals are
classified by two dimensional crystallographic point groups. However, in
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full generality, nematics in two spatial dimensions are classified by all the
two dimensional point groups, i.e., CN and DN , not necessarily restricted
by the crystalline symmetry. Therefore, in the rest of this chapter, we will
lift us from crystallographic point groups, and for simplicity we will focus
on the cyclic groups CN which are Abelian.
2.3.1 SO(2)/ZN Gauge theory and CN quantum nematics
The proper order parameter theory of CN nematics need correctly incor-
porating the N -fold rotational symmetry. In case N = 1, the rotational
symmetry is trivial and the e ective theory is simply the XY model with
a two dimensional vector order parameter, „ = (cos ◊, sin ◊) or a complex
scalar order parameter, „ = ei◊. For CN nematics in general, however,
the order parameters are tensors of rank N [46]. An example is the two-
dimensional director order parameter Qab = nanb ≠ 12”ab for C2 nematics.
Follow the conventional Landau paradigm, one may like to write down a
generalized Landau-de Gennes free energy or to construct a lattice model
with regard to these tensors. However, this is not convenient when N is
large where one needs to deal with theories of high rank tensors.
One notice that, for CN nematics, the N -fold symmetry means that
the angle ◊ defines the O(2) rotor (cos ◊, sin ◊) or ei◊ should be identified
as
◊ © ◊ + 2fik/N , k = 1, 2, . . . , N . (2.18)
This is a local, discrete symmetry enforcing the point group symmetries
on the rotor ◊. In contrast to global symmetries that imply degeneracies
of states, such local symmetries imply that two states related by the local
symmetries are physically the same or indistinguishable. In e ect, the
rotor ceases to be a physical variable due to the local symmetry, similarly
to the uniaxial nematic vector n ≥= ≠n giving rise to the director.
Such local symmetries are ubiquitous in physics and are usually re-
ferred to as gauge symmetries. They do not, however, represent symme-
tries in the traditional sense but instead redundancies in the degrees of
freedom and in this sense can be introduced whenever convenient [47, 48].
All physical observables are gauge invariant and the disappearance of the
gauge degrees of freedom can be made explicit by imposing a suitable
gauge fix.
The gauge formulation for nematic liquid crystals was first applied in
Refs. [25, 26], where a Z2 gauge theory [49, 50] is coupled to O(3) vector
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fields in order to implement the head-to-tail symmetry of director fields.
Following the same logic, the e ective theory of 2 + 1 d CN nematics can
be formulated by ZN gauged XY rotors [30], leading to a SO(2)/ZN
theory, by the isomorphism CN ƒ ZN ,
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Here the invariance of S under the local symmetry Eq. (2.18) necessitates
the introduction of the CN gauge field Uij = e≠iaij acting on the rotors
„i = ei◊i , where aij = 2fiN kij and kij = 0, 1, . . . , N ≠ 1 are ZN valued fields
on the links ÈijÍ of the lattice. Consistency requires Uji = Uúij and all sums
and products over the plaquettes ⇤ are taken in a counterclockwise man-
ner along their boundary. Moreover, the the local symmetry Eq. (2.18) is
now realized by the local gauge transformation
◊i æ ◊i + 2fiki
N
,
aij æ aij + 2fi(ki ≠ kj)
N
. (2.20)
Let us now briefly describe the interpretation of the SO(2)/ZN gauge
theory in the context of nematics [25, 26, 30]. The meaning of the term
SI is as usual: it favors the ordering of the orientational degrees of free-
dom but now modulo the N -fold symmetries. On the other hand, the
term SG represents the simplest gauge invariant term for the gauge fields
{Uij}. This term describes the dynamics of disclinations. In terms of the
Volterra construction (Sec. 2.1.1), disclinations for CN nematics are clas-
sified by elements of the group CN . The presence of a disclination leads
to a rotation to the vector encircling it. These defect are now encoded by
frustrated plaquette of the ZN gauge theory with K defining the defect
core energy. As depicted in Fig. 2.3, parallel transporting a vector abound
a frustrated plaquette is just as encircling a disclination core.
2.3.2 Phase diagram of the SO(2)/ZN model
Having defined the gauge model of nematics, we now analyze its phase di-









Figure 2.3. The lattice model has rotors {◊i} (red) defined on sites and gauge
fields {Uij} on the links (black arrows). In the simplest case of SO(2)/Z2, a
disclination is given by a eifi = ≠1 gauge flux over a plaquette and leads to a
fi-rotation ambiguity (dashed) at the site 1 when encircling clockwise.
the various limiting behaviors of the gauge model Eq. (2.19), leading to a
phase diagram given in Fig. 2.4.
J æ 0 limit
In the limit J æ 0, the theory Eq. (2.19) is just pure ZN -gauge the-
ory in three dimensions and there is a confinement–deconfinement phase
transition at K = Kc [51–53]. ZN gauge fluxes are condensed in the con-
fined regime at K < Kc. In the deconfined regime at K > Kc, however,
the gauge fields have a gap and the ZN gauge fluxes remain well defined
excitations over the vacuum. At finite but small J , we expect that the
behavior of the gauge fields remain similar to that in a pure gauge theory.
This phase is actually topological [48, 26, 54, 30] given that this is the
deconfined phase of ZN gauge theory.
J æ Œ limit
In this limit, the SI term in Eq. (2.19) will suppresses all non-gauge fluc-
tuations of rotor fields, since cos (◊i ≠ ◊j ≠ aij) = 0 is favored. Thus the
rotor and gauge fields are ordered, independent of K. Even for K = 0,
excitations of the gauge theory are still gapped via the SI term and the
spectrum contains Coulomb-confined neutral pairs of gauge excitations
with finite energy. Hence, there is no phase transition in the gauge theory
as a function of K for large enough J . We identify this phase with or-












Figure 2.4. The schematic phase diagram of the SO(2)/ZN gauge theory. The
CN nematic phase has long range orientational order and ZN disclinations. In the
isotropic liquid phase at small J and K, the ZN disclinations are condensed and
the orientational order is destroyed. In the ZNØ2 deconfined phase only N -tuples
of ZNØ2 vortices are condensed, leading to a phase with free ZN disclinations
but no long range orientational order.
K æ 0 limit
Here the theory Eq. (2.19) reduces to SI and the gauge fields do not
have independent dynamics. The nematic coupling J will drive a phase
transition between the CN nematic phase and a completely disordered
phase which is identified as the isotropic liquid phase.
Moreover, in this limit, gauge fields on di erent links are decoupled
and we can trace them out to obtain an e ective action for pure matter















Here lij ’s are integer valued auxiliary fields on the link ÈijÍ, JV (J) is
the e ective Villain coupling and NV (J) is an unimportant analytical
normalization factor. Note that aij = 2fikijN is ZN valued. We can rewrite
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One recognizes that, Eq. (2.22) just corresponds to the Villain form of




cos N (◊i ≠ ◊j). (2.23)
In Eq. (2.23), the gauge fields have disappeared and the matter fields
appear in a a form FN = eiN◊, compared to the original rotor „ = ei◊.
This is to be expected, since gauge symmetries cannot broke [28], the
matter fields have to appear in gauge invariant combinations. FN = eiN◊
correctly encodes the symmetry of the original theory Eq. (2.19) and thus
a valid order parameter for CN nematics.
Furthermore, the Villain form Eq. (2.22) also reveals the N -dependence
of the CN nematic-liquid transition at the K æ 0 limit. The Villain model
has a critical value at J ÕV ,c ≥ 0.33 in three dimensions [55]. It follows that
Eq. (2.22) is critical at JV ,c = N2J ÕV ,c. Via the relation between the







we numerically evaluate the critical coupling Jc of the SO(2)/ZN model
in the limit K æ 0, where In(x) is the modified Bessel function of the
first kind. These values agree rather well with the critical coupling from
our Monte Carlo simulations, as shown in Fig. 2.5.
K æ Œ limit
In this limit, excitations in the gauge fields will be completely suppressed.
We can fix a gauge aij © 0 by which the SO(2)/ZN theory formally
reduces to a XY model. As a result, there is a phase transition driven
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Figure 2.5. The critical value Jc of the nematic-to-isotropic transition as a func-
tion of N at K = 0 of Eq. (2.19) from Monte Carlo data (blue dots) comparing
to the Villain estimate Eq. (2.24) (the line).
by the condensate of 2fi vortices. However, these vortices are not those
in a normal XY model. Since the fundamental defects of CN nematics
are 2fiN disclinations, which are embodied by the ZN flux in the gauge
theory, the 2fi vortices in this transition are combinations of ZN fluxes.
The condensate of these vortices will destroy the long range orientational
order. However, single ZN fluxes are still gapped and the gauge theory
is in its deconfinement phase. Therefore, this transition will result in a
topological phase. It has been argued that such a phase has a microscopic
identification in the context of spin nematics [58, 59, 16] and systems with
electron fractionalizations [60, 61]. However, dealing with the ‘molecular’
microscopy of the quantum liquid crystals discussed here, such an identifi-
cation remains obscure. Moreover, since all physical quantities should be
gauge invariant, this phase transition is characterized by the ZN invariant
composite field eiN◊ rather than the XY variable ei◊. In the case N = 2
this has been studied by various authors [62, 63] and was referred to as
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Figure 2.7. The phase diagram of the SO(2)/Z6 theory as determined by
Monte-Carlo calculations. Note the larger Jc at K = 0 and the shrinking of the
deconfined region to larger K as compared to SO(2)/Z2 case.
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Numerical phase diagrams
To verify the phase diagram Fig. 2.4 we just discussed, we simulated the
SO(2)/ZN theory Eq. (2.19) with the Metropolis Monte Carlo on systems
size L3 = 83, 103, 123, by computing the susceptibility of the CN nematic
order parameter eiN◊. Our results for the cases N = 2 and N = 6 are
shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7. As expected, the critical value of Jc(N ) at
K = 0 grows with N . Indeed, the SO(2)/ZN theory Eq. (2.19) tends to a
SO(2)/SO(2) theory when N æ Œ, which is known to exhibit no phase
transition for the K = 0 line [27]. On the other hand, Kc(N ) for the pure
ZN gauge theory also grows with N [52]. This result to the fact that the
size of the deconfined phase will shrink for larger N , as it is evident from
Figs. 2.6 and 2.7.
2.4 Concluding remarks
We have discussed the dislocation-mediated quantum melting of two spa-
tial dimensional bosonic crystals in terms of the stress-strain duality.
Within this duality, dislocations are charged particles coupled to dual
stress photon fields, and their condensate, the quantum nematics, can be
viewed as stress superconductors. We also discussed the relation of the
collective modes of this dual superconductor with the modes in the orig-
inal system. Moreover, we showed that the finite rotational symmetry
of quantum nematics can be realized by discrete gauge symmetries, and
construct a SO(2)/ZN gauge theory being the order parameter theory of
the Abelian CN nematics. We analyzed the general topology of the phase






The subject of “vestigial”or “mesophase” (intermediate temperature) or-
der was born in the theater of classical molecular matter in the form of
nematic, cholesteric and smectic liquid crystals [21, 22, 11]. Although
this is a very mature field, it has been su ering from the limitation
that mesophases are experimentally only easily formed departing from
“rod-like” degrees of freedom, giving rise to uniaxial nematics [11, 64–
66]. In addition, a substantial literature is devoted to biaxial nemat-
ics with D2h symmetry, associated with plate-like constituents or “meso-
gens” [67–75]. However, departing from the Landau-de Gennes symmetry
paradigm, these represent only two examples of a vast family of poten-
tial phases: in principle matter can break the O(3) rotational symmetry
of three-dimensional (3D) space down to any of its subgroups, i.e., 3D
point groups. Chemistry has not proven to be very flexible in this regard,
but new opportunities open up with the advances in the manufacturing
of nanoparticles and colloids [76–79] that can be given particular shapes,
while there is potentially quite a bit of control over their mutual interac-
tions [80–83, 79].
As a further impetus for this pursuit, we construct a general framework
in terms of a lattice model that can incorporate all three dimensional point
group symmetries and therefore is ideal to study generalized nematics.
Concretely, we achieve this by a generic lattice formulation of discrete non-
Abelian gauge theory. The model allows us to expose some spectacular,
generic traits of the statistical physics arising for the most symmetric
point groups. We demonstrate that their order parameters are subjected
to thermal fluctuations of unprecedented intensity. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3.2 where we show the transition temperatures (Tc’s) of the various
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nematics relative to a common reference — their mean field temperatures
would be identical. The actual Tc’s of the highly symmetric I, O and T
are nonetheless extremely reduced by thermal fluctuations, as compared
to the transition temperatures of less symmetric nematics. In addition, we
uncover that chiral symmetry plays a very special role. This associates to
the breaking of O(3) to its subgroup of proper rotations SO(3) and refers
to the familiar property that molecules can be left- or right handed, as in
e.g. sugar water formed exclusively from left-handed glucose molecules,
leading to well-known optical activity. However, we now depart from chiral
point groups describing mixtures of equal number of left- and right handed
species which are subjected to spontaneous symmetry breaking, resulting
in the formation of chiral nematics and chiral liquids, reminiscent of the
recently pointed out domains of well-defined broken chirality in liquid
phases of systems of C2v symmetric “bent-core” mesogens [84] and chiral
liquids melted from cubic crystalline phases [85]. Moreover, we show that,
even under the most adverse conditions for vestigial order to occur, a
chiral liquid still splits the isotropic liquid from the full nematic order for
the most symmetric I, O and T chiral point groups, as consequence of the
extreme thermal fluctuations of the full orientational order.
Why has this spectacular statistical physics not been discovered a long
time ago? After all, constructing the theory of three-dimensional orien-
tational order should be a well-defined exercise in the Landau paradigm
of spontaneous symmetry breaking. However, the Landau-de Gennes or-
der parameter theory of more symmetric nematics generically involves a
complicated high-rank tensor order parameter theory [18, 86–93], making
the physical ramifications are basically unexplored, in spite of the identi-
fication of the general structure of point group invariants [94, 95]. In this
sense the problem represents one of the remaining frontiers of the Landau
paradigm. Indeed, dealing with more complicated point groups, one has to
generalize the familiar uniaxial order parameter: Qab = 32nanb ≠ 12”ab, in
terms of a vector n = (nx, ny, nz), to complicated higher rank tensors (up
to rank 6 for Ih, the symmetry of a regular icosahedron, cf. Appendix 3.A).
Notwithstanding, we find that a mathematical edifice borrowed from high-
energy physics is remarkably e cient in computing universal and generic
features of the associated statistical physics: 3D O(3)/G lattice gauge
theory, where the gauge group G describes the discrete point groups asso-
ciated with the nematic ordering. This has been inspired by the seminal
observation in Refs. [25, 26] that a particularly simple O(3)-vector Z2
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gauge incarnation encodes for the uniaxial nematic order parameter in 3D
and our extension of this idea to the 2D proper point groups (SO(2)/Zp),
encapsulating the full family of 2D Abelian nematic orders [30]. From a
theoretical perspective, the surprises of the statistical physics of general-
ized nematics are thus a manifestation of the richness of discrete gauge the-
ories involving the in general non-Abelian three dimensional point groups.
3.1 Gauge theory description of generalized ne-
matic phases
The symmetry breaking framework of orientational order is straightfor-
ward to address in the context of the subgroups structure in Fig. 1.1.
The associated physics of the nematic phases can then be studied in terms
of Landau-de Gennes theory, where an order parameter tensor is needed
for each subgroup of O(3) [18, 86–93]. Instead of the Landau-de Gennes
free energy, we can consider a lattice model for the coarse grained order
parameter tensors. The lattice model should o er a realization of the
phase transition(s) associated with the Landau classification [65–67, 72–
75, 96, 97, 71]. However, the construction of the order parameters is
a non-trivial problem in itself, and there is the additional task of enu-
merating the parameters in the free energy or lattice model that classify
the phases. In most cases, these goals have been achieved only to a de-
gree by improvising in specific simplified cases and the resulting generic
classification of three-dimensional nematic phases remains therefore quite
unexplored.
It goes therefore without mentioning that a uniform framework to
explore this rich landscape of generalized nematics in a systemic fash-
ion would be a value asset to the active research fields concerned with
generalized nematic order. This should have also direct bearing on the
experimental side in the long term. Indeed, although it has been pointed
out a long time ago that nematics phases formed out of “platelets”, i.e.
mesogens having D2h symmetry, can in principle give rise to generalized
biaxial nematics [72], only recently the stabilization has been quantified
in terms of anisotropy in the constituents and interactions [68, 69, 98],
see also [99] for a review. Furthermore, the C6(N + 6) phase of DNA
comprises an experimentally observed example of a nematic phase having
another symmetry than the familiar uniaxial one [100, 101]. Finally, to the
best of our knowledge, the only other specific mesogenic systems that have
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received considerable attention are those carrying C2v symmetry. These
“banana” shaped constituents have most importantly also been studied in
the context of experiment [102] as well as in theoretical setups [91]. We
do point out that in these instances the mesogens appear to organize into
more complicated aggregates in the observed liquid crystal, columnar and
smectic phases. Nonetheless, they motivate the relevance of the pursuit of
generalized nematics that are captured within our comprehensive gauge
theoretical description.
As first observed in Refs. [25, 26], see also [92], the uniaxial nematic
point group symmetry can be incorporated as gauge symmetry on coarse
grained local degrees of freedom of a lattice model, instead of the director
order parameter tensor Qab. Moreover, the gauge symmetries give rise to
an explicit way of incorporating the topological defects in to the model
and an e ective way to generate the order parameters. This approach
can be generalized to all three dimensional point groups. However, before
turning to the problem of nematics with general point group symmetries
that highlight the intricacies of the non-Abelian nature, let us first review
the gauge theoretical description for uniaxial nematics.
3.1.1 Uniaxial nematics and Z
2
gauge theory
The DŒh-uniaxial order can be captured by an O(3)-vector model cou-
pled to a Z2 gauge theory, turning the order parameter vector n into a
director (the rod) with a head-to-tail symmetry. The simplicity in the
gauge formulation is rooted in the Abelian Z2 nature of the uniaxial DŒh
symmetry acting on n. More specifically, to describe the coarse grained
order parameter theory, one departs from an auxiliary cubic lattice regu-
lating the short-distance cut-o  of the theory. The theory has variables
‡zij = ±1 living on the bonds ÈijÍ of the lattice, that interact by a pla-











li thereby defining Wegner’s Ising gauge
theory [50]. To describe nematics, the gauge fields are minimally coupled
to nearest-neighbor O(3) vectors ni on the sites of the lattice via a Higgs
term ≠J qÈijÍ ‡zijni · nj .
Despite its simplicity, the Ising lattice gauge theory is actually enough
to elucidate the nature of non-perturbative discrete gauge theories in gen-
eral [27]. For large J the matter and gauge fields are ordered via the Higgs
mechanism. The coupling K controls the gauge fields and for small K,J
the gauge fields are confined, e ectively “gluing” the matter fields to gauge
invariant singlets not unlike quark confinement in hadrons. For large K
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and small J , matter is disordered while the gauge fields are “ordered”
forming a deconfining phase with topological gauge fluxes as excitations.
Although realizations of such “topological nematic phases” [26] have been
identified in strongly interacting electron systems [60, 61, 58, 16], de-
confinement seems unphysical dealing with “molecular” matter. There-
fore the regime of interest is strong gauge coupling K æ 0, where one
finds the fully ordered “Higgs phase” and a fully disordered confining
phase. These encode for the uniaxial nematic phase and the isotropic
liquid, respectively. The gauge symmetry identifies ni ƒ ≠ni and as a
result, the physical gauge invariant observables correspond with the di-
rectors Qab. Consequently, upon integrating out the fluctuating gauge
fields at K æ 0, one obtains an e ective theory of the de-Gennes kind
[66]: H ≥ qÈi,jÍ Tr Qi · Qj , with the Qi being the uniaxial tensor order
parameter [11].
3.1.2 Generalized nematics and non-Abelian gauge theory
For the uniaxial case only a single “nematic” vector along the DŒh axis
is required and the Z2 gauge symmetry then simply turns the vector into
the director. However, in case of a general 3D nematic “mesogen”, one has
to introduce a discrete lattice gauge theory that can cope with any of the
non-abelian point group symmetries G µ O(3). Accordingly, one should
depart from 3D matrix rotor fields Ri defined in terms of an orthonormal
triad as
Ri = (li mi ni)T œ O(3), (3.1)
instead of a single vector. The O(3) constraints make the vectors n–i =
{li, mi, ni}–=1,2,3 to an orthonormal triad that is right or left handed
pending on
‡i = det(Ri) = li · (mi ◊ n)i = ±1. (3.2)
The generalized nematic symmetry implies identifications of the triad as
Ri ƒ LiRi, n–i ƒ L–—i n—i , ’Li œ G, (3.3)
generalizing the Z2 director symmetry of the single vector ni. In very
concrete terms, the gauge symmetries on the O(3)-triad Ri thus encode
for the physical degrees of freedoms of “mesogens” with the symmetry
G in their “body-fixed” frame. See Fig. 3.1 for an illustration. On the












Figure 3.1. The correspondence between the shapes of “mesogens” and the
gauge symmetries acting on the rotors (triads). Here O-symmetric “mesogens”
(cubes) are considered as an example [103]. Top: The orientations of the “meso-
gen” correspond to triads Ri. Acting with O gauge transformations on the triads
shows orientations that leave the mesogens invariant, and are realized as gauge
symmetries in the model Eq. (3.5). Bottom: When the symmetry group of the
mesogen is a proper point group, there are two mesogens that have the same
symmetry but opposite chirality. Chirality is indicated by the black-white “pro-
peller” scheme of the cube or left- and right-handed triads. Imposing the chirality
‡ æ ≠‡ as a symmetry leads to Oh symmetry.
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distinguished from the local body-fixed rotations of the mesogens, act on
the triads as
Ri æ RiWT, n–i æ W · n–i , W œ O(3). (3.4)
where the · denotes ordinary matrix multiplication of the vector n–i .
The so-called O(3)/G lattice gauge theory can be formulated by in-
troducing such degrees on an auxiliary cubic lattice with O(3) triads Ri























where the invariance of a point-group-symmetric “mesogen”, which leads
to the identification Ri ƒ LiRi, is realized by the gauge transformation
Ri æ LiRi, Uij æ LiUijLTj , ’Li œ G. (3.6)
In addition the model has the global O(3)-rotation symmetry Eq. (3.4).
The first term in Eq. (3.5) models the orientational interaction be-
tween G-symmetric “mesogens”, where J is a symmetric coupling ma-
trix encoding the nematic “exchange” terms, which is invariant under G:
LJLT = J, ’L œ G. In standard gauge theory language, this term is noth-
ing but a Higgs term [27] for the matter fields Ri. In the current context,
however, the central importance lies in the fact that it favors alignment
of G-symmetric “mesogens” and thus can realize spontaneous symmetry
breaking from an isotropic O(3) liquid phase to a nematic phase having
point group symmetry.
The second term in Eq. (3.5) is a defect suppression term, general-
izing the K term of the Z2 case. It involves oriented products of gauge
fields U⇤ =
r
ÈijÍœ⇤ Uij around plaquettes ⇤ of the lattice. Plaquettes
with non-zero gauge flux or field strength, U⇤ ”= , represent topological
defects in the nematic. Under a gauge transformation Li, U⇤ æ LiU⇤LTi
and therefore is defined only up to conjugation. Correspondingly, KC
µ
denotes the core energy of the defects with the flux U⇤ œ G and is a func-
tion of the conjugacy classes Cµ of the group G since defects in the same
conjugacy class are physically equivalent. These gauge defects do not di-
rectly classify topological defects in nematics, but they are closely related
via the so-called Volterra construction [104, 33]. The nematic defects are
usually classified by homotopy groups of the manifold O(3)/G [19, 20]
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which is the order parameter space of the G-nematic and as well the low-
energy manifold of the model Eq. (3.5) in the Higgs phase. Disordered
configurations in the Higgs term can be suppressed by assigning a finite
core-energy to the gauge defects. Thus, KC
µ
can e ectively be regarded as
tuning the fugacity of the nematic defects. As we are however interested
in the ordinary nematic to isotropic transitions, we will not consider the
gauge field dynamics associated with finite KC
µ
and set these parameters
to zero in the remainder.
3.1.3 Realization of the generalized nematic orders
All physics in the model Eq. (3.5) follows from gauge invariant quantities,
as by Elitzur’s theorem [28] correlation functions of gauge non-invariant
quantities vanish. This is in direct analogy to the Z2 or DŒh-case, where
one describes the physics in terms of gauge invariant tensor which is di-
rector order parameter Qab. In the general case, the relevant order pa-
rameters are high-rank tensors that are linear combinations of tensor con-














b · · · (Ri)“c , (3.7)
where ⁄ = (–, —, . . . , “) is a multi-index. The above tensors transform
under the gauge group G on the indices – and as vectors under global
O(3)-rotations on the indices a. The order parameters are obtained as
the averages of ÈO(G)Í and these tensors are specified by their rank and
tensor-symmetries. We note that the tensors O⁄i are not all independent
due to the O(3) constraints on the Ri.
The gauge theory realizes G-nematic ordering by guaranteeing that
when the O(3) symmetry spontaneously breaks, ÈOGi Í ”= 0, but all non
gauge-invariant combinations of (Ri)–a vanish. One observes that the the-
ory Eq. (3.10) can in fact act as an order parameter generator, since
gauge-invariant quantities can be constructed via e.g. integrating out
gauge fields. This is one of the advantages of the gauge theoretical de-
scription over traditional methods such as Landau-de Gennes theories and
lattice models for nematic ordering, as these methods rely the on the rel-
evant order parameters tensors as input [65, 66, 72–74, 96, 97, 105, 71].
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Moreover, though these traditional methods have been proven to be very
fruitful for nematics with relatively simple symmetries such as DŒh and
D2h, they are quite involved for general point groups. In this regard,
one may consider the Ih-icosahedral nematic, whose order parameter is a























where ¢n denotes the tensor power, ”ab
o
µ=a,b eµ = ”abea ¢ eb, “cyclic”
refers to all cyclic permutations of {l, m, n}, q{+,≠} sums over all four
combinations of the two ± signs, · = 1+
Ô
5
2 is the golden ratio, and
q
perm
sums over all non-equivalent combinations of the indices of the tensor. An
order parameter lattice model of the form H ≥ ≠ qÈijÍ Tr OIhi · OIhj can
be obtained from the gauge theory Eq. (3.5) by integrating out the gauge
fields in a high- or low-temperature expansion, generalizing the lattice
models of the uni- and biaxial nematics. However, needless to say, OIhi
contains an abundant number of terms making the corresponding order
parameter theory inevitably complicated (See Appendix 3.C).
On the other hand, the gauge theory Eq. (3.5) is convenient for ne-
matics of arbitrary point group symmetries. It requires the symmetry of
nematics only as input for fixing degrees of freedom of the gauge fields
Uij and fits all point groups in a universal framework. Therefore, it is a
remarkably e cient device to study generalized nematic ordering.
Finally, returning to the subgroup structure in Fig. 1.1, we remark
that, within the gauge model, a subset of intermediate phases in Fig. 1.1
can be realized by simply tunning temperature and the coupling matrix
J. These involve generalized biaxial-uniaxial-liquid transitions for axial
groups {Cn, Cnv, Sn, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd} where an anisotropic J is possible.
We will discuss in a separate work the anisotropic couplings in Eq. (3.5)
in order to bring the anisotropy-induced intermediate phases of the O(3)
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Figure 3.2. Phase diagram of di erent point-group-symmetric nematics. The
vertical axis is the temperature in units of J , the bottom and top axis label
proper and improper point groups, respectively, in the order of increasing sym-
metry. The nematic transition temperature, shown by stars for point groups and
squares for improper point groups, is decreasing with increasing symmetry due to
thermal fluctuations in the orientational order. These fluctuations become huge
for highly symmetric groups, and lead to the emergence of a vestigial chiral liquid
phase for the I, O and T nematics. The transition temperature, shown by filled
circles, of the chiral liquid phase to the fully disordered isotropic liquid phase is
identical in the gauge theory Eq. (3.5) because of a common orientationally dis-
ordered background. The results presented here are studied on a cubic lattice(a),
where the triad matter fields reside on sites and the gauge fields are defined on
links (black), and with isotropic coupling = J . The long range ordering asso-
ciated with the three phases is shown in the insets by using the O-nematic as an
example (Fig. 2): (b) nematic which is full ordered; (c) chiral liquid which has
no orientation order but has a preferred chirality; and (d) isotropic liquid which
is fully disordered. Note that cubes in (c) have a preferred black-and-white color
scheme, while in (d) the two color schemes appear randomly. For details of the
simulations, see Appendix 3.A.
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3.2 Nematic transitions
As outlined in the previous section, the gauge theory Eq. (3.5) is an e -
cient and flexible framework for generalized nematics, and it is straightfor-
ward to simulate numerically using the standard Metropolis Monte-Carlo
algorithm. As mentioned, in order to focus on nematic-isotropic liquid
(Higgs-confinement) transitions, we have set KC = 0, i.e. the defects
do not have an explicit core energy. Phase transitions can then be de-
tected by monitoring the strength of the generalized nematic ordering,
q =
Ò
Tr[ÈOlab...cÍ]2 and the specific heat (Appendix 3.A.1). We accord-
ingly simulated all three dimensional crystallographic point groups, the
icosahedral groups {I, Ih} and the five infinite axial point groups {CŒ,
CŒv, CŒh, DŒ, DŒh} .
3.2.1 Giant thermal fluctuations of highly symmetric ne-
matics
The results for a large number of representatives are collected in Fig. 3.2,
where the vertical axis is the reduced temperature and the horizontal axes
arbitrarily accommodate point groups in increasing order of symmetry. In
Fig. 3.2 the isotropic coupling J = J has been chosen for simplicity. A
remarkable observation here is the huge thermal fluctuations for nematics
of highly symmetric point groups as evidenced by the extremely low transi-
tion temperatures. The trivial C1 nematic sitting in the bottom of Fig.1.1
has the highest transition temperature Tc which consistently decreases to-
wards T = 0 as one ascends the subgroup hierachy towards O(3). This
is surprising because with the isotropic coupling matrix J = J , a naive
mean field theory would predict all nematics to have the same Tc, whereas
thermal fluctuations in three dimensional systems typically reduce Tc by a
modest ≥ 20% [106]. However, dealing with the most symmetric icosahe-
dral {I, Ih} nematics, this reduction is more than an order of magnitude!
One thus immediately notices the symmetry hierarchy in Fig.1.1.
To understand the physics better, let us first zoom in on the C1 “ne-
matic” having the highest transition temperature. This incarnates tri-
ads having no symmetry and describes a non-linear O(3) matrix model
maximally breaking the rotational symmetry [18]. Moving to {CŒ, CŒv},
{D2, D2h} and {DŒ, DŒh} cases, the geometric interpretation of the meso-
gens become cones, cuboids and cylinders, respectively. Climbing further
up the hierarchy of Fig. 1.1, the triads turn into tetrahedrons {T , Td, Th},
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cubes {O, Oh} and icosahedra {I, Ih}. It is intuitively clear that towards
spheres {SO(3), O(3)} sitting in the top of the symmetry hierarchy, the
di erences between the ordered state and isotropic space are increasingly
harder to discern and the thermal fluctuations associated with the order
will increase in severity.
We emphasize that in Fig. 3.2 the isotropic coupling J is taken, so that
thermal fluctuations are roughly equal for all three axes defined by the tri-
ads. This is important for the axial point groups {Cn, Cnv, Sn, Cnh, Dn,
Dnh, Dnd}, whose geometric interpretation as mesogens is in terms of (col-
ored) n-gonal prisms [103]. These nematics are characterized by a primary
order parameter for the main axis and a secondary order parameter in
the perpendicular plane (Chapter 4.2.2). When n increases, the n-gonal
prisms become more cone- or cylinder-like, and the in-plane fluctuations
hence are more severe and tend to restore the in-plane O(2) symmetry,
while ordering is easy along the main axis just as in the n = Œ case. Thus
we cannot simply incorporate these cases into Fig. 3.2, since to properly
quantify the influence of these in-plane fluctuations, we need coupling
matrices J with anisotropic entries (Chapter 5). However, we can already
conclude that the same trend is also true for in-plane fluctuations of the
axial nematics. Consequently, the remarkable power of the gauge theory
Eq. (3.5) allows for a common microscopic reference for all di erent point
groups, making it always possible to compare the orientational fluctua-
tions in absolute terms.
Finally, though in Fig. 3.2 the gauge theory Eq. (3.5) has been studied
in the KC = 0 limit, we have preliminarily checked by our simulations that
until su ciently large KC , the results remain qualitatively similar to those
in the KC = 0 limit. Therefore the features that have been discussed are
stable against finite KC . A large KC will suppress the defects and there-
fore the disordering, leading to the phase transitions moving to higher
temperatures. For large enough KC and small enough Higgs couplings,
the theory will feature a confinement-deconfinement phase transition of
the gauge fields [50]. With deconfined gauge fields and disordered rotors,
the physics is quite di erent and entails a regime of (non-Abelian) topo-
logical excitations and topological order. Although such deconfinement
phenomena have been identified in strongly correlated electron systems
[60, 61, 58, 16], there are no identified analogues in thermal liquid crystal
systems.
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Figure 3.3. The mean-field coupling, Je  defined by Eq. (3.10), measuring the
short range nematic correlations, as a function of the temperature (in units of
J). Transition temperatures of the chiral and nematic transitions are indicated
by stars and the group SO(3) (black) is shown as a reference. The dashed blue
line shows a critical mean-field coupling Je ,c ƒ 0.95 where the chiral order sets
in. Due to huge fluctuations in the nematic order, Je  exceeds the critical value
at the chiral transition at Tchi ƒ 0.82 for the highly symmetric groups I, O and
T , which is well above the transition to the nematic phase. In contrast, for the
less symmetric DŒ and D2 groups, Je  only exceeds the critical value at the
nematic transition by a sudden jump.
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3.2.2 The chiral liquid as fluctuation driven vestigial phase
Another remarkable result of the gauge theory Eq. (3.5) at KC = 0
(and small but finite KC) limit is the emergence of a chiral liquid phase
(the light blue region in Fig. 3.2) for T , O and I nematics. This phase
spontaneously breaks the O(3) symmetry of the isotropic liquid to SO(3)
and is characterized by chiral order and the absence of any orientational
order. From the symmetry point of view, this phase is in principle possible
for all proper point groups {Cn, Dn, T , O, I}, i.e., subgroups of SO(3).
However, according to our simulations, it only occurs as “vestigial” phase
for highly symmetric T , O and I nematics before the nematic full order sets
in. Furthermore, the chiral transition temperatures are identical within
the accuracy of our simulations.
The mechanism at work for the chiral liquid is an elegant mixture
of intricacies of the point group symmetries and fluctuation physics: the
chiral phase arises in essence via order-out-of-disorder.
The chiral symmetry is related to the central (or commuting) group
of inversions Z2 = { , ≠ } in O(3) = SO(3) ◊ Z2. Due to the Abelian
nature of the inversions, the pseudoscalar chirality ‡i = det Ri = ±1 can
be always factored out. The rotors can be parametrized with composite
fields as Ri = ‡i ÂRi, where ÂRi œ SO(3) is a rotation matrix of pseudo-
vectors. In the context of our gauge model, the fields {‡i} are well-defined
and physical (gauge-invariant) for gauge groups composed of only proper










featuring explicit global O(3) = SO(3) ◊ Z2 symmetry that can be broken
separately.
One notices that the SO(3) part, Âqij = Tr[ ÂRTi Uij ÂRj ], in the Hamil-
tonian Eq. (3.9) provides an e ective coupling for the chiral Ising fields
and vice versa. Âqij measures the short range correlations of the orienta-
tional order. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, depending on the underlying
symmetry, fluctuations in the orientational order can be relatively mild
or extremely severe. In contrast, the Ising order ‡i in three dimensions is
subjected to rather benign fluctuations. Hence, when fluctuations in the
orientational order are severe, the e ective short-range coupling for the
chiral Ising fields induced by Âqij can be very strong before the full nematic
order sets in, and cause the chiral Ising fields to order.
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To verify the the validity of the above scenario, we can take a mean-








and measure it in our simulation. In Fig. 3.3 we show Je  for various
point group symmetries. As expected, in the case of highly symmetric
T , O, I nematics, Je  builds up smoothly and becomes strong enough
for the chiral Ising order well above the nematic transition temperature,
whereas for the less symmetric cases (e.g. D2, DŒ) Je  is small before the
chiral order sets in, then changes abruptly when a direct isotropic-nematic
transition taking place (see Appendix 3.B for more details).
Fig. 3.3 also reveals a peculiarity of the “microscopic physics” hard
wired in the gauge model, that should surely not be taken literally dealing
with physical nematic systems. One observes that at temperatures well
above the nematic transitions, the Je  ’s for the various point groups co-
incide. This includes the “baseline” of the SO(3) point group featuring
only the chiral phase. However, rather than just having a temperature
independent chiral coupling, there is still quite some action going on in
the orientational sector. The remaining orientational fields Âqij are then
described by SO(3)/SO(3) gauge theory, albeit coupled to the chiral de-
grees of freedom. The temperature dependence is set by a famous gauge
theory contraption [27]: when the matter fields are in the fundamental
representation of the gauge group, for small KC the theory is described
by weakly interacting fields on the links and the Higgs phase (at large J)
becomes indistinguishable from confinement (small J). The details are
of interest to gauge theorists, and what matters in the present context is
that it adds a temperature dependence of independent SO(3) bond-fields
to the e ective chiral coupling which has no relationship to the microscopic
physics of the condensed matter system. For a mean-field calculation of
the chiral transition for the Ising-SO(3)/SO(3) theory, see Appendix 3.B.
Nevertheless, again the benefit of the gauge formulation is a common
reference frame to compare the fluctuations in absolute terms. One infers
from Fig. 3.3 that only rather close to the nematic transitions, when
the ordering sets in, the Je  ’s “peel o ” the SO(3)/SO(3) reference line.
The tendency towards chiral order is hard wired in the gauge model to be
the same for all chiral point groups but is controlled by the orientational
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fluctuations. The extra correlations associated with the full point group
symmetry are of importance only close to the full ordering. In the I, O and
T cases this happens at much lower temperatures than the chiral transition
and therefore their chiral transition temperatures are very nearly identical
(within the accuracy of our simulations). However, referring to the same
“common gauge”, the intrinsic fluctuations of the less symmetric nematics
(e.g. DŒ, D2) are just too weak to disorder the orientational fields and
leave room for the chiral vestigial phase.
The mechanism discussed above has actually quite a history in the con-
text of the magnetism of iron-based superconductors [107, 108], featuring
“stripe antiferromagnets” breaking not only internal spin symmetry, but
also spatial rotational symmetry. Departing from a square lattice (C4
symmetry) in two dimensions, the x and y directions become inequivalent
(“nematic” C2 symmetry) in the striped antiferromagnet, involving an
Ising-type symmetry breaking. Generically one finds that either first the
“nematic” order sets in followed by the full magnetic order at a somewhat
lower temperature, or both occur in a single merged first order transition
[107]. A qualitatively similar mechanism is invoked to explain these ob-
servations (see, e.g., Refs. [108, 107]), with the lattice symmetry taking
the role of chiral symmetry with the antiferromagnet replacing the O(3)-
rotations breaking phase. However, in terms of a classical unfrustrated
spin model featuring the symmetries of the striped antiferromaget, it is
impossible to stabilize the vestigial “C2-nematic” phase in three dimen-
sions [108]. This is because the thermal fluctuations of the classical O(3)
spins are falling short in this regard as compared to highly symmetric
nematics and one has to resort to microscopic frustration physics of the
iron-based materials to boost the thermal fluctuations.
3.3 Concluding remarks
There is a rich landscape of “generalized nematics”, formed and fully
classified in terms of the 3D point group symmetries. Still waiting to be
fully explored, they represent a remaining frontier of the Ginzburg-Landau
order parameter paradigm involving order parameters of unprecedented
complexity.
In this chapter, we have introduced a lattice gauge theory model that
realizes generalized nematic ordering in three dimensions and incorpo-
rates all point groups. We further mobilized the machinery of discrete
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non-Abelian gauge theory, discovering that it is remarkably powerful in
addressing generic features of the statistical physics of such systems. In
addition to the generalized nematics phases, we identified a vestigial chi-
ral liquid phase that arises for nematics systems with high point group
symmetries.
Compared to the intricacies facing the experimentalists in the soft mat-
ter laboratories, the gauge model has somewhat of a status of a “spherical
cow”. However, when it comes to isolating the physical principle at work
under a single framework, one can also view it as the limit of Platonic
perfection.
To realize these in the laboratory, one needs preferably building blocks
with T , O or I symmetry. As a case in point of the strange traits of
chemistry, such molecules are extremely rare and we have only found a
few examples for each. An example of a T -symmetric molecule is the
[Ga4L6]12≠ tetrahedral metal-ligand cluster [109]. Very recently nano-
sized “giant” tetrahedra have been fabricated by placing di erent poly-
hedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) molecular nanoparticles at the
vertices of a rigid tetrahedral framework. These tetrahedra have in ad-
dition tunable hydrophilic interactions and have been observed in self-
assembled crystalline and alloyed supramolecular quasicrystalline phases
induced by entropic packing [79]. The even more exuberant O represen-
tative is the transporting protein Ferritine that stores and releases iron
in organisms [110]. Finally, the chiral icosahedral symmetry is found in
the form of viruses [111] including the common rhinovirus [112]. We note,
however, that all these cases in fact involve very complex molecules in the
nano-scale. Nevertheless, it appears that there is a realistic potential to
overcome the experimental challenges of the control over the shapes and
interactions of nano-particles and colloids. We hope that our theoretical
insights might act as a source of inspiration for the experimental com-
munity to build systems with such intricate spatial symmetries and find
out whether for instance the vestigial chiral order can be realized in the
laboratory.
Viewed from a fundamental theoretical perspective, the non-Abelian
gauge theories associated with point groups are highly interesting by them-
selves, and arriving at a timely moment. We have only explored a small
corner (large gauge coupling, minimal extra structure) of the full portfolio
of these theories. Dealing with the Higgs (generalized nematic) phases
there is interesting work to do, such as further exploring the nature of
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the topological defects occurring in the high symmetry point groups [34].
Moreover, upon increasing the gauge coupling KC a landscape of decon-
fining phases will appear [50, 27] that remains to be charted. This has its
merit in yet a quite di erent field of physics. Deconfining states of discrete
gauge theories play a crucial role in the subject of topological order and
topological quantum computation [113–116], often limited to two-spatial
dimensions or Abelian symmetries. The point group symmetries form
natural building blocks to extent this to the non-Abelian realms in three
dimensions.
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3.A Details of simulations and generalized ne-
matic order parameters
The phase diagram in Fig. 3.2 was determined by simulating the lattice
gauge theory Eq. (3.5) by the Metropolis Monte-Carlo on lattices of sizes
L3 = 83, . . . , 243. To ensure the thermalization of our ensembles, we
monitored the results for both cooling from a random initial state as well
as heating from a uniform ordered initial state.
Using our gauge theory formulation, we have calculated the associated
nematic tensor order parameters in Table 4.1, and the the pseudo-scalar









ÈOGab...cÍ ”= 0 nematic
ÈOGab...cÍ = 0, È‡Í ”= 0 chiral
ÈOGab...cÍ = 0, È‡Í = 0 isotropic,
(3.11)
where OG is the order parameter tensor with G rotational symmetry, È· · · Í
denotes the thermal average, O = L≠3
q
i Oi and ‡ = L≠3
q
i ‡i.
3.A.1 Strength of the nematic ordering
The nematic interaction in Eq. (3.5) prefers homogeneous alignment of
triads so that the components of the nematic order parameter with G
rotational symmetry OGabc...,i develop an expectation value. This will lead






ÈOGabc...Í2 > 0, nematic
0, otherwise.
(3.12)
The order parameter tensor has G rotational symmetry. This allows us
to define a strength of the nematic ordering as q =
Ò
ÈOGab...cÍ2, by which








q ”= 0, ‡ ”= 0 nematic
q = 0, ‡ ”= 0 chiral
q = 0, ‡ = 0 isotropic,
(3.13)
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where ‡ = È‡iÍ measures the strength of the long range chiral order.
The phase transitions can be located by the peak of the susceptibility















As summarized in Fig.3.2, for the T -, O- and I-nematic ‰(q) and ‰(‡)
peak at di erent temperatures indicating two phase transitions respect to
the nematic order and the chiral order, while for others ‰(q) and ‰(‡)
peaks coincide.
To corroborate of the strength of the nematic ordering q as a probe of








where E is the internal energy. Consistent with the results by computing
‰(q) and ‰(‡), cv exhibits two well separated peaks for the T -, O- and
I-nematics coincided with the peak of ‰(q) and ‰(‡), while one peak for
others which do not support the chiral phase.
3.B Detailed analysis of the fluctuation induced
chiral phase
With the mean field approximation Eq. (3.10), the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.9)





Je ,ij = —Je  + ”Je ,ij . (3.17)
Je ,ij(—) can be viewed as an e ective coupling for the Ising fields, and
can be computed analytically under a further mean field approximation
(Appendix 3.B.1) in the degenerate limit of gauge group G = SO(3).
In this case the matter-gauge variables are independent fields Wij =
ÂRiUij ÂRTj œ SO(3) interacting only via the coupling to the chiral Ising
variables. By performing a partial integration over the SO(3) fields we de-
termine Je ,ij(—) as a power series, and by solving Je ,ij(—chi) = —c,3DIsing
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of Je  for G = SO(3) case computed by the mean-field
approximation Eq. (3.19) and by Monte Carlo simulations. Data in Fig. 3.3 are
reproduced here for convenience.
to high order we obtain the chiral temperature —chi ƒ 1.2064 in perfect
agreement with our Monte-Carlo value. Similarly, Je (—) can be calcu-
lated in a mean-field approximation for the Ising fields, and the curve
Je ,MF is shown in Fig. 3.4 (inset) in comparison to the G = SO(3)
Monte-Carlo data. As expected the mean-field result Je ,MF is correct in
the high and low temperature regions. We clearly see the correlations of
the chiral Ising and orientational degrees of freedom amplifying the SO(3)
ordering very close to the chiral transition where the curves start to de-
viate. One also observes from Fig. 3.4 that below the chiral transition
the system indeed finally realizes that the orientational symmetries are
actually di erent with the e ect that the transition temperatures to the
full nematic order are quite di erent. This is to be expected based on the
di erent fluctuations of the nematic order parameters, as discussed above.
3.B.1 Calculations for G = SO(3)
In order to quantify the interdependence of the orientational and Ising
degrees of freedom, we can compute the coupling Je (—), as well as Je  in
a mean-field approximation for the Ising fields in the case of gauge group
G = SO(3). There is no phase transition in the orientational degrees of
freedom [27] and the e ective action with the coupling Je ,ij(—) for the
































where in the second line, due to the SO(3) gauge symmetry, we can always
pick a gauge where ÂRi = for all i and a new SO(3) link variable Wij =
ÂRiUij ÂRTj and trivially integrate over the matter fields { ÂRi} and Uij œ
SO(3) with the Haar measure 18fi2
´
SO(3) dg = 1, see [117]. We determine





















where S2 is the two-sphere with volume element dW and In(x) is the mod-
ified Bessel function of the first kind. Here we used that Tr[W (‚n, Ï)] =
1 + 2 cos Ï, where Ï œ [0, fi) is the angle of rotation and ‚n the axis of
rotation of the element W œ SO(3). The angle Ï also determines the
conjugacy classes of SO(3) ƒ RP3. The measure dWdÏ(1 ≠ cos Ï) sat-
isfies dg = d(hg) = d(ghÕ≠1) for all h, hÕ œ SO(3) [117]. We have eva-
luted Je (—) to high order and equating Je (—chi) = —c,3DIsing ƒ 0.2215
converges and gives —chi = 1.2064 in excellent agreement with our Monte-
Carlo value.
Similarly, we can compute e ective mean-field value of Je (—) with
the Ising variables ‡MF ≥ ‡i‡j from










dWij Tr[Wij ]e—Tr[Wij ]‡MF
=
Ë






cosh(—)I0(2—) ≠ sinh(—)I1(2—) ,
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where 0F1(a; x) is the regularized confluent hypergeometric function. The
correlator ÈTr[Wij ]Í leading to Je ,MF is again independent of i, j since the
link variables Wij are free in the mean-field approximation for the Ising
variables. The theoretical line of Je ,MF(—) for SO(3) is shown in Fig. 3.4
for comparison with the Monte-Carlo results. We see, as expected, that
the low and high temperature correlations of SO(3) agree with the MF
result and this in fact applies to all point groups. For SO(3) and T , I, O
realizing the vestigial chiral phase, closer to the transition temperature
—chi, the fluctuations of the Ising fields reinforce the orientational short-
range order significantly from the mean-field result. What is surprising is
that the fluctuations continue to be identical to G = SO(3) for T , O and
I, close until to the regime of the nematic transition.
3.C The Ih tensor order parameter
In Eq. (3.8) we presented the order parameter tensor, OIh , of an icosa-
hedral phase in a compact form. Due to the high rank and the five-fold
rotation, OIh is in fact highly complex. This complexity is avoided in the
gauge theory Eq. (3.5), however, it will show up in traditional Landau
theories. To highlight the advantage of our gauge theory, here we present
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3
16 l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n +
3
16 l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l+
3
16 l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m +
3




5l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l + 1332 l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l+
3




5l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n+
13
32 l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n +
3
16 l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m+
3




5l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n+
13




5l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l+
13




5m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m+
13




5m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l+
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13




5m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l+
13




5m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m+
13
32m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m +
3
16m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n+
3
16m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n +
3








5m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m + 1332m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m+
3




5m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m+
13




5m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l+
13
32m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l +
3
16m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n+
3
16m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l +
3
16m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n+
3
16m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m +
3
16m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n+
3
16m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l +
3
16m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m+
3




5m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l+
13




5m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m+
13
32m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m +
3








5m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l + 1332m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l+
3
16m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n +
3













5m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l + 1332m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l+
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5m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n+
13




5m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n+
13




5m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ m+
13
32m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ m +
3
16m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n+
3




5m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n+
13




5m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m+
13
32m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m +
3








5m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n + 1332m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n+
3
16m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n +
3
16m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m+
3
16m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n +
3
16m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l+
3
16m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m +
3
16m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ l+
3
16m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n +
3








5m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m + 1332m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m+
3




5m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m+
13




5m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n+
13
32m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n +
3
16m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m+
3
16m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l +
3

























5n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l + 1332n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l+
3
16n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n +
3




5n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l + 1332n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l+
3




5n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n+
13
32n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n +
3
16n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n+
3
16n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m +
3
16n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n+
3
16n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l +
3
16n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m+
3




5n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l+
13
32n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l +
3




5n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n + 1332n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n+
3
16n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m +
3








5n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l + 1332n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l+
3
16n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n +
3
16n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m+
3
16n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n +
3
16n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l+
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3
16n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m +
3
16n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ n ¢ m ¢ l+
3
16n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n +
3








5n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m + 1332n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m+
3




5n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m+
13




5n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n+
13
32n ¢ m ¢ m ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n +
3
16n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m+
3
16n ¢ m ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l +
3




















5n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l + 1332n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l ¢ l+
3




5n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n+
13
32n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n +
3
16n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m+
3




5n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n+
13




5n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l+
13
32n ¢ n ¢ l ¢ n ¢ n ¢ l +
3
16n ¢ n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ l ¢ m+
3
16n ¢ n ¢ m ¢ l ¢ m ¢ l +
3









































5n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m + 1332n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ n ¢ m ¢ m+
35









































































Rotational symmetry breaking of the three dimensional (3D) orthogonal
group O(3) plays an important role in many condensed matters systems,
from classical and quantum spins to molecular and strongly correlated
electronic nematic liquids [17, 11, 118, 119]. In familiar instances, like
the Heisenberg ferromagnet and the uniaxial nematic, the full rotational
group O(3) is broken to O(2) and DŒh, respectively. However these
are in fact only two special cases of the rich landscape of O(3) symmetry
breaking. Indeed, as a matter of principle, matter can break the rotational
symmetries of isotropic space O(3) to any of its subgroups, leading to
long range orientational order characterized by complicated tensors order
parameters.
The subgroups of O(3) have been mathematically identified for a long
time, however, it appears that the zoo of point-group orientational orders
has never been explored in full generality. Needless to say, the classifica-
tion of rotational order parameters for some non-broken symmetries has
been gradually accumulating since the past century due to various mo-
tives. Firstly, in the soft matter literature the unixial (DŒh) and biaxial
(D2h) order parameter have been shown to be characterized by second-
rank tensors [11], which have been intensively studied in various theories
[72–74, 71, 86, 75, 120, 93]. In addition, higher rank ordering tensors for
the Td-tetrahedral [89–91, 97], Oh-cubic [18, 88, 96] and Ih-icosahedral
[121–123, 88, 89, 124] orders have been discussed by many authors e.g. in
the context of Landau theories and nematic lattice models. Nonetheless,
these cover still only a small subset of all 3D point group symmetries and,
to the best of our knowledge, the order parameters for most instances are
not known explicitly nor have they appeared within a single unified classifi-
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cation scheme. These general order parameters, however, are becoming of
more practical interest. New exotic orientational orders may be realized in
ensembles of anisotropic constituents, especially nano- and colloidal parti-
cles of di erent shapes [81, 82]. In particular, the increasing experimental
ability to control such degrees of freedom [80, 125, 126, 78] is especially
promising in this regard. Secondly, many unconventional orientational
orders have also been proposed for quantum magnets [127, 128, 116] and
spinor condensates [129, 130]. In all these cases, the order parameters
associated with each symmetry are indispensable to eventually verify the
symmetry of these phases and the associated physics.
Now we will use the gauge theory we introduced in Chapter 3.1 to
develop a systematic way of deriving the tensor order parameter with
arbitrary point groups. In particular, we will highlight the order pa-
rameters for physically interesting symmetries including all the crystal-
lographic point groups, the icosahedral groups arising in the context of
quasi-crystalline ordering, and the five infinite axial groups {CŒ ƒ SO(2),
CŒv ƒ O(2), CŒh, DŒ, DŒh} exhibiting a continuous rotational SO(2)-
axis. We show that in order to uniquely characterize a point-group-
symmetric orientational order of a phase, at most two order parameter ten-
sors and a pseudoscalar are needed: the second ordering tensor is required
by the finite axial groups {Cn, Cnv, S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd}, whereas the
pseudoscalar chiral order parameter is a requisite associated with the
handedness or chirality of the proper point groups {Cn, Dn, T , O, I} that
are subgroups of the group of proper three-dimensional rotations SO(3).
4.1 Construction of orientational ordering tensor
4.1.1 Warm up: Heisenberg ferromagnetic order and uni-
axial nematic order
Let us begin by recalling the characterization of rotational ordering in
the familiar context of the Heisenberg ferromagnet and the conventional
uniaxial nematic.
In the ferromagnetic phase of a classical Heisenberg magnet, the rota-
tional O(3) symmetry of the Hamiltonian breaks down to the point group
CŒv ƒ O(2) defined by the axis of magnetization M. The order parame-
ter M = ÈniÍ is given by the macroscopic averaging of local spins ni and is
a 3D vector with an orientational order parameter space O(3)/O(2) ƒ S2.







Figure 4.1. Sketch of DŒh uniaxial molecules. The orientation of a molecule
can be defined by a single axis.
the O(3) symmetry is broken to the point group DŒh in the ordered
phase, the system exhibits a macroscopic ordering along an axis n. The
uniaxial symmetry DŒh acts on the order parameter as n æ ≠n and
these describe the same macroscopic ordering. Often depicted as being
formed of explicitly rod-like “molecules” (Fig. 4.1), a coarse-grained order
parameter can be formulated in terms of a local vector ni along the “long”
axis of each “molecule”, with the identification of ni with ≠ni. To define
the uniaxial orientational order, one therefore needs a second rank tensor,
Q[n] = n ¢ n ≠ 3 , which is characterized by its invariance under n æ ≠n.
Accordingly, the global order parameter is defined as Q[n] = ÈQ[ni]Í in the
coarse-grained order parameter theory and formally relates to the uniaxial
order parameter space O(3)/DŒh ƒ S2/Z2 ƒ RP2, the real projective
plane.
4.1.2 General 3D orientational order
The above familiar examples share the key feature of having an O(2)
symmetry in the plane perpendicular to the ordering vector, which is why
the underlying physics is so apparent: the order parameter is defined by
one axis and the rotations in the perpendicular plane are trivial, and the
degrees of freedom e ectively reduce to 1D objects (the spins and the rods
in the above examples).
Nonetheless, for general 3D point-group-symmetric ordering, the order
parameter and the coarse grained degrees of freedom form intrinsic 3D







Figure 4.2. To define the orientation of a 3D object in general, one need an
O(3) triad. Here an icosahedron is used for instance.






The rows {l, m, n} of R form an orthonormal triad n– = {l, m, n}. In
other words, R is a rotation that brings the triad n– = {l, m, n} into
coincidence with a fixed “laboratory” frame ea = {e1, e2, e3} and can be
defined by three Euler angles with respect to the unit vectors ea. The
determinant of R defines the handedness or chirality of the triad,
‡ = det R = ‘abc(l ¢ m ¢ n)abc = l · (m ◊ n) = ±1, (4.2)
which is a pseudoscalar and invariant under the proper rotations SO(3).
Moreover, due to O(3) = SO(3) ◊ { , ≠ }, we have the decomposition
R = ‡ ÂR = ‡(Âl Êm Ân)T (4.3)
where ÂR œ SO(3) and its rows ñ– = {l̃, m̃, ñ} are pseudovectors. The
O(3) constraints RT R = RRT = and det R = ±1 of course reduce the
free parameters to the three Euler angles W = (◊, „, Ï) and chirality in the
frame ea but we will find the vector notation with the O(3)-constraints
understood very useful in the following.
The order parameter has to be invariant under all unbroken point-
group transformations. As a result, an orientational order parameter with
a point group symmetry G is defined by G-invariant tensors constructed
from the triad R or n– = {l, m, n}. These tensors are equivalent to higher
order multipoles or (three-dimensional) spherical harmonics. We will de-
note these order parameters tensors composed of the triads generically
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as OG, where the additional label specifies the symmetry group G when
appropriate. Concretely, in the two examples in Section 4.1.1, the order
parameter tensor is the magnetization vector OCŒv [n] = n and the second
rank tensor or director ODŒh [n] = Q[n], respectively. Finally, we note
that besides the orientational order, the composite chiral order parameter
‡ defined in Eq. (4.2) is needed for proper point-group symmetries such
as {Cn, Dn, T , O, I} due to the breaking of the chiral symmetry of O(3).
As OG needs to be uniquely invariant under a given symmetry G, it
is in general highly non-trivial to construct its explicit form, even though
the polynomial invariants of 3D points groups have been computed a long
time ago [94, 95] and the representation theory of SO(3) is known.
4.1.3 Deriving the ordering tensors from the gauge theory
Let us now establish the relation of the ordering tensors with the gauge
theory introduced in Chapter 3.1. The goal is to construct a coarse-grained
order parameter with certain point group symmetry.
As it has been briefly discussed in Chapter 3.1.3, theunderlying princi-
ple of deriving the order parameters is the fundamental gauge theoretical
result: all physical observables have to be gauge invariant, since gauge
























embodies the symmetry of the order parameter tensors by the gauge sym-
metry. In particular, if we integrate out the gauge fields in the Hamilto-
nian, the terms that survive are gauge invariant local combinations of the
matter fields, corresponding to the order parameter tensors. This can be
most easily accomplished in the strong coupling limit of the gauge theory









and the gauge fields have no independent dynamics. The result is es-










}], but in order to find the order param-
eter tensors we do not need the e ective Hamiltonian in closed form and
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can simply utilize the high-temperature expansion for small —. The cou-
plings J do not a ect the general form of the expansion and we set them
to be isotropic J = J for simplicity and measure the temperature in the
units —J © —.

























e≠—H [R̃i,‡i,Uij ], (4.6)
where the summations are naturally discrete over the lattice and discrete
or continuous over the groups G and O(3). In the second line we used
made the handedness field explicit by Eq. (4.2), Ri = ‡i ÂRi. In order to
integrate over the gauge fields, the partition function is Taylor expanded






















The integration over the gauge fields can be explicitly performed on the
lattice order by order in the expansion. By construction, the terms ap-
pearing must be local terms that are composed of contractions of gauge
invariant tensors. The result is therefore an expression starting with con-
tractions ≥ Tr [OGi · OGj ] coming from the lowest order non-zero terms
nmin ≥ rank OG in the expansions. In other words, the lowest order non-
trivial terms are composed of the lowest order invariant tensors that can
be found from Table 4.1. We emphasize that by construction these tensors
are the minimal and simplest possible set of invariant tensors allowed by
the symmetries.
4.2 Minimal invariant tensors
4.2.1 Order parameter table
In Table 4.1 we show the lowest order invariant tensors for all the 32
crystallographic point groups, the 2 icosahedral groups and the 5 infinite
axial groups.
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The standard Schönflies notation [131, 95] is used in Table 4.1. The
point groups are defined in the coordinate system spanned by the unit
triad vectors n– = {l, m, n} set up in the following way. All point groups
have the origin as their fixed point. The rotational axis of cyclic rotation
groups Cn of is chosen to be n. The dihedral group Dn has an additional
generator in terms of a fi-rotation along the vector l or m. The group Cnv
is augmented with a “vertical” reflection in the plane (l, n). The groups
Cnh and Dnh have an additional “horizontal” reflection plane (l, m). The
group Dnd has vertical reflection planes in terms of bisectors of the dihedral
fi-rotation axes. The groups S2n are composed of n-fold rotations in the
plane l, m. The polyhedral groups T , Td, Th and O, Oh are defined in terms
of a (tetrahedron embedded) in a cube with face normals n– = {l, m, n}.
The group Ih is the symmetry group of an icosahedron with vertices at
cyclic permutations of the coordinates ±· l ± m ± 0 · n and I its proper
subgroup, following the conventions in [132].
Accordingly, OG = OG[l, m, n] and OG = {AG, BG} denote the or-
dering tensor for polyhedral groups and for axial groups, respectively,
where AG = AG[n] is the order parameter for the main axis n and
BG = BG[l, m] or BG[l, m, n] for the in-plane structure for the finite
axial groups. Together with the handedness fields ‡, they can uniquely
define the order parameter for the symmetries mentioned above.
Amongst the ordering tensors in Table 4.1, the C1 order parame-
ters OC1 [l, m, n] = {ACŒv [n], BC1 [l, m]} = {l, m, n} simply constitute
the original O(3)-rotor order parameter R of a phase with no unbroken
symmetry (C1 is the trivial group); OD2h = {ODŒh [n], BD2h [l, m]} com-
pose the well known order parameter tensors for D2h-biaxial nematics;
OCŒv [n] and ODŒh [n] are the classical Heisenberg spin n and uniaxial
director Q[n], respectively; OOh [l, m, n] has been discussed in Ref. [18];
OTd [l, m, n] and OIh [l, m, n] appear in a di erent form in Ref. [89], where
an incomplete classification of order parameters for subgroups of SO(3)
is also discussed. However, many of the order parameter tensors in Table
4.1 are new and have not been classified in the context of a single unified
framework.
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Table 4.1. Classification of order parameters for three dimensional
point groups. The first column specifies the symmetries and the second column
specifies the type {O, A, B} of the order constructed from the O(3) triad R =
(l, m, n)T . The third column gives the explicit form of ordering tensors in the
chosen coordinates. They are traceless and vanish in the isotropic phase. The
infinite axial groups {CŒ, CŒv, CŒh, DŒ, DŒh} require a single ordering tensor,
A[n], describing the orientation of their primary symmetry axis, chosen to be
n; the finite axial groups {Cn, Cnv, Cnh, S2n, Dn, Dnh, Dnd} require two ordering
tensors, A[n] and B[l, m] or B[l, m, n], for their primary axis and perpendicular
in-plane structure, respectively; the polyhedral groups {T , Td, Th, O, Oh, I, Ih},
which treat {l, m, n} symmetrically, require only one ordering tensor O[l, m, n].
Due to the symmetry hierarchy, many point groups share ordering tensors (see
Section 4.2.3). Together with the chiral order parameter ‡ = det R = ±1 arisen
for proper point groups, these ordering tensors uniquely define the orientational
ordering of three dimensional point groups. For example, the order parameters
for finite proper axial groups are given by OG = {AG, BG, ‡}. ¢n denotes the
tensor power, e.g., n¢2 = n ¢ n and ”ab
o
µ=a,b eµ = ”abea ¢ eb. · = (1 +
Ô
5)/2
is the golden ratio.
q
cyc runs over cyclic permutations of {l, m, n}.
q
perm sums
over all non-equivalent combinations of the indices of the tensor.
q
permÕÕ in the









{+,≠} for the {I, Ih} is a sum over the four
combinations of the two ± signs.
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Symmetry
Groups Type Ordering Tensors
Tensor
Rank
C1, C1h B[l, m] l, m 1
S2 B[l, m, n] l ¢ m, m ¢ l, m ¢ n, n ¢ m, n ¢ l, l ¢ n 2
C2, C2h B[l, m] l ¢ m, m ¢ l 2
C2v, D2, D2h B[l, m] l ¢ l ≠ 13 , m ¢ m ≠ 13 2
S4 B[l, m, n]
1
l ¢ l ≠ m ¢ m
2
¢ n 3
D2d B[l, m, n]
1
l ¢ m + m ¢ l
2
¢ n 3
C3, C3h B[l, m]
1




m¢3 ≠ m ¢ l¢2 ≠ l ¢ m ¢ l ≠ l¢2 ¢ m
2 3
C3v, D3, D3h B[l, m]
1
l¢3 ≠ l ¢ m¢2 ≠ m ¢ l ¢ m ≠ m¢2 ¢ l
2
3
S6 B[l, m, n]
1








D3d B[l, m, n]
1
m¢3 ≠ m ¢ l¢2 ≠ l ¢ m ¢ l ≠ l¢2 ¢ m
2
¢ n 4
C4, C4h B[l, m] l¢3 ¢ m ≠ m¢3 ¢ l 4
C4v, D4, D4h B[l, m]





















C6, C6h B[l, m]
1












l¢3 ≠ l ¢ m¢2 ≠ m ¢ l ¢ m ≠ m¢2 ¢ l
2
6
C6v, D6, D6h B[l, m]
1








































Cn, Cnv, CŒ, CŒv A[n] n 1
CŒh A[n] ‡n 1
S2n, Cnh, Dn,
Dnh, Dnd, DŒ, DŒh
A[n] n ¢ n ≠ 13 2
T O[l, m, n] qcyc l ¢ m ¢ n 3




l ¢ m + m ¢ l
2
¢ n 3
Th O[l, m, n]






































4.2.2 Structure of the ordering tensors
Continuous axial groups
The five infinite axial groups {CŒ, CŒv, CŒh, DŒ, DŒh} require only one
tensor to define the associated orientational order. This is because these
groups contain a plane perpendicular to the vector n with continuous
SO(2) or O(2) rotations, hence their in-plane structure is trivial and the
order parameter e ectively reduces to a vector (CŒ, CŒv), a pseudovector
(CŒh) or a director (DŒ, DŒh), up to an additional chiral order parameter
‡ for the proper point groups.
Finite axial groups
Finite axial groups {Cn, Cnv, S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd} require two ordering
tensors {A, B}: A = A[n] describes the orientation of the primary axis,
which is always chosen as n in Table 4.1, and tensors B = B[l, m] or
B[l, m, n] for the perpendicular in-plane order. This generalizes well-
known structure of the order parameters of biaxial (D2h) liquid crystals.
Due to symmetry relations which will be discussed later, the primary
ordering tensors A[n] for {Cn, Cnv, } and {S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd} are
identical to the order parameters OCŒv [n] and ODŒh [n], respectively.
Polyhedral groups
The finite symmetry groups {T , Td, Th, O, Oh, I, Ih} related to the regular
tetrahedron, octahedron and icosahedron, respectively, require only one
ordering tensor involving the whole triad n–. These symmetries permute
{l, m, n} “isotropically” amongst each other, so there is no primary axis
and the three axes appear symmetrically in the order parameter tensor.
Proper point groups: chirality
Besides the orientational order parameters, the proper point group sym-
metries {Cn, Dn, T , O, I} are chiral and have an additional chiral order
parameter. The simplest chiral order parameter is just the pseudoscalar
handedness or chirality ‡ of the triad defined in Eq. (4.2). By defini-
tion, proper point groups do not possess any inversions and reflections
and therefore cannot change the chirality or handedness of the triad.
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4.2.3 Point groups and ordering tensors
As one may have already noticed from the above discussion and Table 4.1,
although a symmetry can be uniquely defined by the collection of order
parameter tensors OG and the handedness ‡, owing to the group structure,
many orientational ordering tensors are shared by di erent symmetries.
We will now clarify this by discussing their group structures.
Firstly, the primary ordering tensor AG[n] for Cn and Cnv groups is
just the order parameter tensor of the CŒ and CŒv groups, ACn [n] =
ACv [n] = OCŒ [n] = OCŒv [n]. This is due to the simple fact that Cn
and Cnv groups do not transform n, hence they di er from CŒ and CŒv
only by their in-plane structure related to BG[l, m]. Similarly, the groups
{S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd} have the same e ect on n, n æ ≠n. Therefore,
neglecting the l and m components, these symmetries lead to the same
primary ordering tensor A[n] = Q[n], the uniaxial director.
Moreover, the groups {Cn, Cnh, Cnv, Dn, Dnh} are closely related in
terms of symmetries. Cn and Cnh = Cn ◊ { , ‡h} only di er by a reflec-
tion ‡h : n æ ≠n in the horizontal mirror (l, m)-plane perpendicular to n.
Thus Cn and Cnh have the same in-plane structure leading to the same sec-
ondary order parameter BCn [l, m]. For the point groups {Cnv, Dn, Dnh},
we have Dnh = Dn ◊ { , ‡h} and Cnv and Dn can be represented as semi-
direct products Cnv = Cn o { , ‡v} and Dn = Cn o { , c2(l)}, where ‡v
is a reflection (l,n)-plane and c2(l) is a two-fold rotation around the axis
l,





















It is immediately clear that, ‡v and c2(l) have the same action on the
l and m components. Therefore, {Cnv, Dn, Dnh} also have the same in-
plane order parameter B[l, m].
The common structures of the finite axial groups have a direct implica-
tion on the associated phase transitions. For a phase with the symmetry of
a finite axial group, it is in principle possible to disorder the primary and
secondary order separately before the transition to the isotropic phase. If
we first disorder the secondary order in a plane, the following sequences
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of phase transitions can happen
Cn, Cnv æ CŒv æ O(3),
S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd æ DŒh æ O(3), (4.9)
related to the restoration of the in-plane O(2) symmetry followed by disor-
dering of order along the principal axis n. These transitions generalize the
biaxial-uniaxial-isotropic liquid transition of biaxial liquid crystals [72, 71].
We have numerically verified the transition sequences in Eq. (4.9) for a
large number of symmetries and will present the detailed analyses for their
phase diagrams in the next chapter.
Finally, in the case of the polyhedral groups, Th = T ◊ { , ≠ },
Oh = O ◊ { , ≠ } and Ih = I ◊ { , ≠ } are generated from the proper
subgroups T , O and I by adding the inversion ≠ . Since the ordering ten-
sors of I and O in Table 4.1 are of even rank, this di erence is not reflected
directly in the orientational order parameters. There exist higher order
invariant tensors that can distinguish O (I) from Oh (Ih), nonetheless one
needs to consider at least a rank-5 (rank-7) tensors and it is therefore
more convenient to distinguish them by the chirality ‡ (see Section 4.3.3
for more details).
Improper groups possessing only reflections but not the inversions ≠ ,
including all axial groups Cnv for all n, {S2n, Cnh, Dnh} for odd n, Dnd
for even n and the regular tetrahedral group Td, have non-vanishing odd-
rank order parameters in general. In these order parameters, terms re-
lated with right and left handed triads appear equally, making the order
parameter invariant under certain improper reflections but not inversions.
This will be reflected in the structure of the associated order parameters.
For instance, as can be seen from Table 4.1, the order parameter for the
tetrahedral-Td group, OTd consists of a left and right handed copy of that
of the tetrahedral-T group (see Section 4.3.3 for more details).
4.2.4 Determining the symmetry of a phase and phase tran-
sitions with ordering tensors
The ordering tensors we show in Table 4.1 generalize the local director
tensor Qab for uniaxial nematics. The macroscopic order parameters are







where V denotes the spatial averaging volume. To verify the symmetry of
a phase, one need in principle consider all independent entries of the order
parameter tensor. This is in general quite involved since the number of
the entries grows exponentially with the rank of the tensor.
However, for interactions favoring homogeneous a nematic order, such
as the interaction in the gauge model Eq. (4.5), the symmetry of the phase
can be revealed by the scalar two point functions in the limit of large
separation. Since ÈOGi Í will develop a finite value in the ordered phase, at







Tr ÈOGi Í2 > 0 nematic
0 otherwise.
(4.11)
The contractions in Tr (•) are determined up to the tensor symmetries of





and the symmetry of the phase can be defined by the lowest order tensor
and “smallest” group G with q ”= 0. Accordingly, a phase transition







We have numerically computed q and ‰(q) in the model Eq. (4.5) for
large number of point group symmetries [23]. Our simulations showed that
‰(q) will exhibit a clear peak at the temperature where the heat capacity
peaks, indicating that q in combination of simple symmetry arguments
is indeed su cient to determine the symmetry of a nematic phase with
homogeneous distribution of order parameters.
However, we note that, when non-homogeneous distributions of order
parameters are preferred, the symmetry of a state can be compatible but
not identical to G, as also discussed, e.g., in Ref. [92]. In these cases, a
non-zero q is not su cient to identify the symmetry of the state, and one in
principle need consider all components of ÈOGi Í. However, the symmetry of
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a phase may be also determined by the “eigenvalues” and the distribution
of non-zero entries of ÈOGi Í [133]. Studies with this regard so far mostly
concentrate on the rank-2 DŒh and D2h ordering tensors [134–136, 120];
it would be interesting to consider the ordering of the tensors in Table 4.1
in full generality without assumptions on microscopic configurations of a
particular model.
4.3 Examples and discussion
In this section we will discuss some concrete examples of deriving the order
parameter tensors in Table 4.1. For all finite and discrete point groups,
we can integrate over the gauge fields in the expansion Eq. (4.7). For the
continuous axial groups, we can do the integrations in closed form. The
results are by construction composed of local contractions of the simplest
gauge invariant tensors allowed by the symmetries, i.e. the tensors in
Table 4.1.
4.3.1 Continuous axial groups: unixial nematics
The integration over the gauge groups {CŒ, CŒv, CŒh, DŒ, DŒh} will
lead to the familiar results. We will use the DŒ-uniaxial nematic as
an example of the general procedure of deriving uniaxial nematic order
parameters, the others being similar. The key point is the elimination of
the triad vectors l, m in the plane where the SO(2)-symmetry acts from
the Hamiltonian upon integrating out the SO(2)-gauge fields, since there
can be no gauge invariant combinations of these components in any finite
order.






cos ◊ ≠ sin ◊ 0
















are a rotation about n by an angle ◊ œ [0, 2fi) and a fi-rotation about
m, respectively. We note that the “usual” uniaxial symmetry is given by
DŒh = DŒ ◊ { , ≠ } and follows with minimal modifications. We focus







‡11 cos ◊ij ‡12 sin ◊ij






where ◊ij œ [0, 2fi) parametrizes the CŒ rotation and the constrained
signs ‡–— = ±1 are determined by the presence of the fi-rotation in the
orthogonal (l, n)-plane. This gives from Eq. (4.5), with J = J ,











‡12li · mj ≠ ‡21mi · lj
2
+ niUij,33 · nj
D
. (4.16)
Now we proceed to integrate over the SO(2) angle ◊ij



























‡12l(i) · m(j) ≠ ‡21m(i) · l(j)
È2
= (li · lj)2 + (mi · mj)2 + (mi · lj)2 + (li · mj)2
+ 2‡11‡22(mi · mj)(li · lj) ≠ 2‡12‡21(li · mj)(mi · lj). (4.18)
Now, since det2◊2 Uij = ‡11‡22 cos2 ◊ij + ‡12‡21 sin2 ◊ij = ±1 = det Uij ◊
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(mi · mj)(li · lj) ≠ (li · mj)(mi · lj)
È
= 1 + (ni · nj)2 + 2 det2◊2 Uij‡i‡jni · nj
= (‡i‡jni · nj + det2◊2 Uij)
2, (4.19)
where on the second-to-last line we used the O(3) relation li ◊ mi = ‡ini.
Using det2◊2 Uij = Uij,33 gives the result
He [ni, Uij ] = ≠
ÿ
ÈijÍ
—ni · Uij,33nj + log I0
1




where Uij,33 = ±1 œ Z2 since for Uij œ DŒ/CŒ ƒ { , c2(m)} = Z2 when
























ÂniUij,33 · Ânj + higher orders, (4.22)
in addition to the original Hamiltonian in terms of ni. By integrating out
Uij,33 œ Z2 one will find that all odd powers of ni · nj vanish and the first
non-trivial term is second order with DŒ-invariant scalar contractions
(ñi · ñj)2 = (ni · nj)2 = Tr[Qi · Qj ] + const., (4.23)
due to the fact that a pseudovector and a vector are indistinguishable for
even powers. At the same time, this is the minimal DŒh-invariant tensor
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contraction Tr[Qi · Qj ]. Higher order terms in Eq. (4.7) are high order
even functions such as [(ni · nj)2]2, [(ni · nj)2]3 etc. that can be neglected
as irrelevant. Note however, that the full expansion Eq. (4.7) for DŒ
contains odd powers of — with terms of the form —3‡i‡j [(ni · nj)2 + · · · ]
that feature the chiral order parameter ‡i. These chiral terms vanish
identically for the case DŒh when summing over the gauge fields Uij =
{ , ≠ } in DŒh = DŒ ◊ { , ≠ }.
4.3.2 Biaxial nematics
The DŒ- and DŒh-uniaxial nematics we just discussed are a well-known
and relatively simple case in the generalized nematic family. Since the
symmetries {CŒ, CŒv, CŒh, DŒ, DŒh} all contain a SO(2) part in the
plane perpendicular to the n, the vectors l and m disappear from the order
parameter, as we saw above. For the symmetries {Cn, Cnv, Cnh, S2n, Dn,
Dnh, Dnd} with finite n, however, there will be in-plane rotational symme-
try breaking and we need a secondary “biaxial” order parameter B[l, m]
or B[l, m, n] to capture these phase transitions.
D2h-biaxial order parameter
As can be seen from Table 4.1, for some axial nematics, there exist more
than one biaxial order parameters B. A familiar example is the biaxial
D2h-nematic, where we have the order parameters {BD2h1 , BD2h2 },
B
D2h
1 = l ¢ l ≠ 3 , (4.24a)
B
D2h
2 = m ¢ m ≠ 3 (4.24b)
which are both clearly invariant under D2 generated by {c2(n), c2(l)}
and as well as the inversion ≠ . Correspondingly, when integrating over
Uij œ D2h in the expansion Eq. (4.7), in the first non-trivial order one
will obtain the scalar contractions
≥ (lalb)i(lalb)j + (mamb)i(mamb)j + (nanb)i(nanb)j
= Tr[Q · Q] + Tr[BD2h1 · BD2h1 ] + Tr[BD2h2 · BD2h2 ] + const., (4.25)
which cannot be written as a contraction a single local quantity like in
Eq. (4.23). However, due to the O(3)-constraint,
l ¢ l + m ¢ m + n ¢ n = , (4.26)
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the commonly used D2h biaxial order parameter tensor B = l ¢ l ≠ m ¢ m
is just a linear combination of {BD2h1 , BD2h2 } and Eq. (4.25) reduces to
contractions of the two independent rank-2 tensors.
Generalized biaxial order parameters
To show how more complicated order parameters are derived using the
gauge theory, we next discuss the derivation of the secondary in-plane
order parameters BG of higher rank using the the order parameters of
D2d, D4h and C6h symmetries as examples.
We take D2d symmetry as an example of a nematic with a third-rank






















are a 2-fold rotation about n and a reflection about the (l + m, n) plane
and c2(m) is as that in Eq. (4.14).
These lead to a 4-fold symmetry in the (l, m)-plane. To obtain the
order parameter describing this symmetry breaking, we follow the same
procedure discussed in the previous section, but now the gauge fields Uij
in Eq. (4.7) are elements of D2d. Integrating over Uij œ D2d, one will find
that the first non-trivial order is the second order with a term (ni · nj)2,
which indicates as expected that Q[n] is as well an order parameter for D2d
nematics. The 4-fold rotational symmetry combined with the reflections
starts showing up at the third order in Eq. (4.7), where one finds the
following contractions up to a constant factor
≥ ‡i‡j
Ë
(l̃i · m̃j)(m̃i · l̃j) + (l̃i · l̃j)(m̃i · m̃j)
È
(ñi · ñj)














where the third-rank contraction Tr(•abc · •abc) is determined up to the
symmetries of the order parameter tensor (symmetric in the first two
indices). By construction, the local quantity appeared in Eq. (4.28) is
D2d invariant, hence can be used to define a D2d-biaxial order parameter,
BD2d = (l ¢ m + m ¢ l) ¢ n. (4.29)
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The full order parameter of a D2d nematic is therefore given by
OD2d [l, m, n] = {ADŒh [n], BD2d [l, m, n]}. (4.30)
Continuing to D4h symmetry, after integrating out the gauge fields for
D4h, at the fourth order one will find the following contractions up to
constant factors and terms solely depending on the axial axis n,
≥ Tr
Ë
(l¢4i + m¢4i ) · (l¢4j + m¢4j ) + 3(l¢2i ¢ m¢2i
+ m¢2i ¢ l¢2i ) · (l¢2j ¢ m¢2j + m¢2j ¢ l¢2j )
È
. (4.31)
One can therefore recognize two D4h-invariant local tensors,
B
D4h






























where we have subtracted the isotropic trace-part for convenience (“perm”
denotes the summation over all non-equivalent pairings of the indices of
the Kronecker delta functions).
However, these two tensors are not independent. Due the O(3) rela-





2 = (l¢2 + m¢2)¢2 = ( ≠ n¢2)¢2. (4.34)
This in turn means that both BD4h1 and B
D4h
2 have dependence on the
axial axis n. Therefore, similarly to the D2h case, it is more convenient
to use the linear combination BD4h1 ≠ BD4h2 to characterize a D4h order.
In case of C6h symmetry, the biaxial order parameters are rank-6 tensor





1,i · BD6h1,j + BD6h2,i · BD6h2,j + BC6h1,i · BC6h1,j + BC6h2,i · BC6h2,j
È
, (4.35)
up to constant factors and terms depending on the axial axis n, where
the explicit form of these tensors are given in Table 4.1. The D6h order
parameters appear here since D6h/C6h ƒ { , c2(l)} is a multiplicative
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group of order two acting trivially at even powers, leading to redundancy
at even orders of the expansion Eq. (4.7). The same phenomenon of
course occurs for the C6 quotients of {C6v, D6, D6h}, etc., and the sixth
order expansions coincide for the groups with identical order parameters.
Again due to the O(3) relation Eq. (4.26) and Eq. (4.2), these or-
der parameters are not independent. BD6h1 + B
D6h
2 = (l¢2 + m¢2)¢3 =
( ≠ n¢2)¢3 depends solely on n, and BC6h1 ≠ BC6h2 can be expressed as
a function of the pseudovector Ân. As a consequence, the linear combi-
nation BD6h1 ≠ BD6h2 and BC6h1 + BC6h2 are the appropriate in-plane order
parameters for these symmetries.
The above procedure of deriving the biaxial order parameter is valid
for all axial nematics with finite n-fold rotational symmetries. Naturally,
the rank of the biaxial order parameter tensor increases with n and be-
comes infinite when n æ Œ. This reflects the fact that a biaxial order
parameter does not exist for phases with an in-plane SO(2) symmetry,
{CŒ, CŒv, CŒh, DŒ, DŒh}.
4.3.3 Polyhedral nematics
Let us finally discuss the order parameters for the polyhedral groups.
Tetrahedral symmetries T , Td and Th
The proper tetrahedral group T can be generated by a two-fold rotation
c2(n), as that in Eq. (4.27), and a three-fold rotation acting as a cyclic
permutation of {l, m, n} given by











These result in 12 proper rotations that leave a tetrahedron embedded in a
cube with normals l, m, n invariant. After summing over gauge fields Uij œ




































cyc runs over cyclic permutations of {l, m, n}. Hence we can
define the T -invariant local tensor,
OT = OT1 =
ÿ
cyc
l ¢ m ¢ n. (4.38)
OT in Eq. (4.38) contains only cyclic permutations of the three local
axes and carries a chirality, as there are no improper operations in the T
group. By interchanging two of these axes corresponding to a reflection,




m ¢ l ¢ n. (4.39)
One realizes that a linear combination of OT1 and OT2 will give an or-
dering tensor that is invariant under the symmetry group of a regular
tetrahedron, Td. Indeed, integrating out the gauge fields for the Td group,
where Td = T o { , ‡d} and ‡d defined in Eq. (4.27) generating the odd






































(l ¢ m + m ¢ l) ¢ n (4.41)
as expected.
There is yet another point group belonging to the tetrahedral group
family, the group Th. Interestingly, due to Th = T ◊ { , ≠ }, all odd
orders in the expansion Eq. (4.7) vanish and the first non-trivial terms
appear in the fourth order with the contractions,
≥Tr
Ë1






















The second term in the above expression gives the Th invariant order
parameter tensor
OTh = OTh1

















where we have subtracted the trace. The first term in Eq. (4.42) actually
coincides with the Oh ordering tensor OOh . This is because Oh/Th ƒ
{ , ≠‡d} is a group of order two that leads to some redundant information
at even orders in the expansion. OTh in Eq. (4.43) is not invariant under
interchanging l and m , which corresponds to the four fold rotation in Oh.























Due to the O(3) constraints, however, this and the two terms in Eq. (4.42)
are not independent,




= (l ¢ l + m ¢ m + n ¢ n)¢2 + const.
= ¢ + const.. (4.45)
Therefore, both OTh1 and O
T
h
2 su ce to describe the Th orientational order.
Cubic symmetries O and Oh
The O group consists of all 24 proper rotations leaving a cube invariant,
and Oh in addition contains inversions, Oh = O ◊ { , ≠ }, and thus in
total has 48 elements. A set of generators for Oh is given by {c4(n), c3(l +
m + n), c2(m + n), ≠ }, where c3(l + m + n) is defined in Eq. (4.36), and























Non-zero terms for Oh appear likewise in fourth order of the expansion
Eq. (4.7) and now one will obviously find the same contraction as the first
term in Eq. (4.42) up to some a constant factor, hence one can define the
Oh order parameter tensor as







For the proper subgroup O, we have an additional non-trivial third order
in the expansion, which is simply ≥ ‡i‡j giving the chiral order parameter.
Icosahedral symmetries I and Ih
The icosahedral group I consists of all 60 proper rotations that leave
a icosahedron invariant and Ih = I ◊ { , ≠ } contains additionally 60
improper rotations. An icosahedron centered at (0, 0, 0) can be defined












where · = (
Ô
5 + 1)/2 is the golden ratio. It is invariant under a five fold
rotations about its six diagonals. The axis l + ·n is the diagonal passing
trough vertices (≠12 , 0, ≠ ·2 ) and ( 12 , 0, ·2 ). A set of generators of Ih is given
by {c5(l + ·n), c3(l + m + n), c2(n), ≠ }, where c3(l + m + n) and c2(n)
are defined in Eq. (4.36) and Eq. (4.27), respectively, c5(l + ·n) is given
by




1/2 ≠·/2 1/(2· )
·/2 1/(2· ) ≠1/2





The minimal non-trivial Ih invariant tensor appears in the sixth order























Moreover, similar to the O-nematic case, an I-invariant order parame-
ter consists of an orientational part and a chiral part and is accordingly
defined as OI = {OIh , ‡}.
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4.4 Concluding remarks
The rotational symmetries of three dimensional isotropic space O(3) can in
principle break to any non-trivial point group. According to the Landau-
de Gennes paradigm, each symmetry is accompanied by a order parameter
and associated phase transitions. These order parameters are high-rank
tensors and quite involved in general. In virtue of the gauge theory intro-
duced in previous chapter, we have developed a systematic way of classi-
fying these order parameter tensors and have presented the explicit form
of these order parameters for an extensive selection of the physically most
relevant symmetries. Although we arrived at these results utilizing a par-
ticular gauge theoretical lattice model, the results are of course indepen-
dent of the gauge theoretical machinery. With these order parameters it
is in principle possible to study the nematic phases via Landau-de Gennes
theories by considering all symmetry allowed couplings of the order pa-
rameters, for example using the approach outlined in Ref. [91]. Given the
universality of the applications of the orientational tensor order parame-
ters our work is of general interest for many di erent fields; in particular
we anticipate that our results can provide for a road map for the search





“Vestigial” or “mesophases” of matter are a well established part of the
canon of spontaneous symmetry breaking. It might well happen that due
to thermal [11] (or even quantum [12]) fluctuations a phase is stabilized
at intermediate temperatures (or coupling constant at T = 0) character-
ized by a symmetry intermediate between the high temperature isotropic
phase and the fully symmetry broken phase at low temperature (small
coupling constant). Iconic examples are liquid crystals [11], occurring in
between the high temperature liquids and the low temperature crystals,
characterized by only the breaking of the rotational symmetry (“nemat-
ics”), followed potentially by a partial breaking of translations (“smectic”
or “columnar” phases) before full solidification sets in.
In the general sense of phases of matter that break the isotropy of
Euclidean three dimensional space, nematic liquid crystals are in principle
classified in terms of all subgroups of O(3): the family of three dimensional
point groups. There are a total of seven infinite axial families and seven
polyhedral groups of such symmetries, exhibiting a very rich subgroup
hierarchy. Accordingly, in principle it is allowed by symmetry to realize
a very rich hierarchy of rotational vestigial phases, where upon lowering
temperature phases in this symmetry hierarchy would be realized one after
the other.
In experimental reality this is not encountered. Nearly all of the vast
empirical landscape of liquid crystals deals with one particular form of
nematic order: the uniaxial nematic characterized by the DŒh point-
group with “rod-like” molecules or mesogens that line up in the nematic
phase. Another well established form is the “biaxial nematic” formed
from platelets with three inequivalent director axes, characterized by the
D2h point group symmetry [72, 74, 67, 70, 69, 98, 99, 71]. D2h is a sub-
group of DŒh and it is well understood that the uniaxial nematic can be
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a vestigial mesophase that can occur in between the isotropic and biaxial
phase. In order for such vestigial rotational sequences to occur special
microscopic conditions are required: dealing with molecule-like mesogenic
constituents, special anisotropic interactions have to be present.
We will discuss in this chapter, the symmetry structure and anisotropic
interactions that are behind the D2h uniaxial-biaxial phase descendence
are actually perfectly compatible with all axial groups. As a consequence,
the generalization of the special uniaxial-biaxial type of vestigial symmetry
lowering is possible for this vast number of symmetries. Particularly, the
gauge theory we introduced in Chapter 3 allows one to incorporate these
generalized biaxial transitions in a natural and e cient manner.
5.1 The structure of nematic order parameters
and generalized biaxial transitions
Three dimensional generalized nematics break the rotational group O(3)
down to a three-dimensional point group. By the Landau-de Gennes sym-
metry paradigm, phase transitions between any two nematic phases re-
lated by the subgroup structure of O(3) are allowed, apart from transi-
tions between the isotropic O(3) phase and a generalized nematic phase.
In this section, we will show that the order parameter structure of axial
nematics provides a natural way to realize some of these allowed transi-
tions. We then discuss how to realize these phase transitions by tuning
the couplings in our lattice model in Section 5.2.
5.1.1 Point groups and nematic order parameters
Three-dimensional point groups are classified in terms of seven finite poly-
hedral groups, {T , Td, Th, O, Oh, I, Ih}, and seven infinite families of axial
groups, {Cn, Cnv, S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd} [131, 95]. The associated ne-
matic order parameters are tensors that are invariant under the given
point-group symmetry. We have discussed these order parameters and
their derivation in Chapter 4. Now we review the results that are needed
in the following.








The rows n– = {l, m, n} of R form an orthonormal triad and satisfy the
additional O(3) constraint
‡ = det R = ‘abc(l ¢ m ¢ n)abc = l · (m ◊ n) = ±1, (5.2)
where ‡ is the chirality or handedness of the triad n– associated with R.
The order parameter tensors are constructed from tensor products of
R and we use the point group conventions as those in Chapter 4. In
case of the polyhedral nematics G = {T , Td, Th, O, Oh, I, Ih}, the general
form of the order parameter is given by OG = {OG[l m n], ‡}, where
OG[l m n] describes the orientational order of the phase and ‡ is a chiral
order parameter needed for the proper polyhedral groups {T , O, I}. The
polyhedral groups have several higher order rotation axes and transform
the triads {l, m, n} irreducibly: in these cases we only need one tensor to
describe the orientational order.
On the other hand, the axial groups {Cn, Cnv, S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd}
are defined with respect to a symmetry plane involving rotations and/or
reflections as well as a perpendicular, axial direction. Correspondingly,
the order parameter tensors of the axial point groups have the general
structure OG = {AG, BG, ‡}, where AG defines the ordering related to
the orientation of the so-called primary axis perpendicular to the symme-
try plane and BG describes the in-plane ordering. We refer to A as the
axial order and B as the in-plane (or just biaxial) order [32]. Similarly, ‡
is the chiral ordering for the proper axial groups {Cn, Dn}. Note that the
O(3) constraints can reduce the number of independent order parameter
tensors in the set {AG, BG, ‡}. Following the conventions in Chapter 4,
n is chosen always to be along the primary axis. Then the axial order
parameter tensor AG = AG[n] depends only on n by construction. It fol-
lows that the axial order parameter tensor AG = AG[n] depends only on
n by construction. Similarly, the in-plane order parameter BG = BG[l, m]
depends only on {l, m} for the symmetries G = {Cn, Cnv, Cnh, Dn, Dnh},
but is a tensor polynomial BG = BG[l, m, n] of all the three triads for
the symmetries {S2n, Dnd}. We have discussed these ordering tensors in
Chapter 4, but for the convenience of the readers, in Table 5.1 we show a
selection of axial nematic ordering tensors for the groups which are later
encountered.
Moreover, because of the common structure of the axial point groups,
the tensors AG and BG are not unique to a given symmetry, though the
axial point group ordering can be uniquely defined by the full set of order
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prarameters {AG, BG, ‡}. For instance, the symmetry groups Cn and Cnv
do not transform the primary axis n, thus the axial ordering tensor for
symmetries in these types is simply a vector,
ACn [n] = ACnv [n] = ACŒv [n] = n, (5.3)
where CŒ ≥= SO(2) is the continuous limit of Cn and CŒv ≥= O(2) is
the continuous limit of Cnv. The symmetries {S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd},
however, transform n to ≠n, and therefore have the same axial ordering
tensor
ADŒh [n] = ACŒh [n] = ACnh [n] = ADn [n] = ADnh [n]
= ADnd [n] = AS2n [n] = n ¢ n ≠ 13 , (5.4)
which is just the well-known director order parameter for DŒh-uniaxial
nematics. Note that DŒh can be considered as the continuous limit of the
finite groups Dnh, and Dnd, whereas CŒh arises from the limit of Cnh and
S2n. Similarly, axial nematics with the same n-fold in-plane symmetries
have the same ordering tensor B,
BCn [l, m] = BCnh [l, m],
BCnv [l, m] = BDn [l, m] = BDnh [l, m]. (5.5)
Note that, however, though the axial and the biaxial ordering tensors are
distinct and transform irreducibly, they are not completely independent
due to the O(3) constraints of orthonormality and Eq. (5.2).
5.1.2 Generalized biaxial phases and transitions
The distinction between the primary axis n and the in-plane axes l and m
for axial nematics allows the disordering of the axial and in-plane order
separately.
A familiar example is the biaxial-uniaxial-isotropic liquid transitions
of D2h-biaxial liquid crystals [72–75, 86, 93]. The order parameter tensors
of the D2h nematic are defined by two linearly independent rank-2 tensors,
OD2h = {AD2h [n], BD2h [l, m]}, where AD2h [n] has been give in Eq. (5.4),
and BD2h [l, m] is the well-known biaxial order parameter,
BD2h [l, m] = l ¢ l ≠ m ¢ m. (5.6)
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Table 5.1. A selection of three-dimensional nematic order parameters.
The first column specifies the symmetries, the second column specifies the type
{A, B} of the order, and the third column gives the explicit form of ordering
tensors. Besides the tensor shown here, chial nematics C2 and D2 in addition
have a chiral order parameter defined by ‡.
Symmetry
Groups Type Ordering Tensors
S2 B[l, m, n] l ¢ m, m ¢ n, n ¢ l
C2, C2h B[l, m] l ¢ m
C2v, D2, D2h B[l, m] l ¢ l ≠ 13 , m ¢ m ≠ 13
S4 B[l, m, n]
1
l ¢ l ≠ m ¢ m
2
¢ n
D2d B[l, m, n]
1
l ¢ m + m ¢ l
2
¢ n
C2, C2v, CŒv A[n] n
S2, C2h, D2,
D2h, D2d, DŒh
A[n] n ¢ n ≠ 13
In terms of the symmetries, the biaxial nematic order allows for the phase
transitions
D2h æ DŒh æ O(3), (5.7)
upon increasing temperature. That is, upon increasing temperature, the
biaxial order is destroyed first leading to the restoration of the in-plane
O(2) symmetry of uniaxial nematics before the transition to the fully
disordered isotropic phase takes place.
Given the general order parameter structure of axial nematics dis-
cussed in Section 5.1.1, this transition sequence can be directly generalized
to other axial symmetries. We will refer to the associated phase transi-
tions as generalized biaxial transitions. Namely, by first destroying the
in-plane order B, the following generalized biaxial-uniaxial transition can
be induced
Cn, Cnv æ CŒv,
S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd æ DŒh. (5.8)
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Table 5.2. Generalized biaxial phase transitions. The first column specifies
the generalized nematic symmetries and the second column the minimal set of
order parameter tensors. Relations of the order parameters given by Eqs. (5.3)–
(5.5) are indicated. For the explicit form of these order parameters see Table
4.1. The third and fourth column show the order parameter tensors involved in
the generalized biaxial-uniaxial transitions in Eq. (5.8) and the biaxial-biaxialú










ACn = ACŒv [n],
BCn = BCnh [l, m], ‡ B
C
nh [l, m], ‡ ACŒv [n] æ ADŒh [n], ‡
Cnv
ACnv = ACŒv [n],
BCnv = BDnh [l, m] B
D
nh [l, m] ACŒv [n] æ ADŒh [n]
S2n
AS2n = ADŒh [n],
BS2n [l, m, n] B
S2n [l, m, n] BS2n [l, m, n] æ BC2nh [l, m]
Cnh
ACnh = ADŒh [n],
BCnh [l, m] B
C
nh [l, m] None
Dn
ADn = ADŒh [n],
BDn = BDnh [l, m],
‡
BDnh [l, m], ‡ ‡
Dnh
ADnh = ADŒh [n],
BDnh [l, m] B
D
nh [l, m] None
Dnd
ADnd = ADŒh [n],
BDnd [l, m, n] B
D
nd [l, m, n] BDnd [l, m, n] æ BD2nh [l, m]
CŒv ACŒv [n] None ACŒv [n] æ ADŒh [n]
DŒh ADŒh [n] None None
Note that in these cases we considered situations where the in-plane order
has been completely disordered, leading to full O(2) symmetry. Thus the
chiral order ‡ for proper groups Cn and Dn has been simultaneously lost.
Nevertheless, we can in principle also have the restorations of only the
in-plane SO(2) symmetry with the transitions
Cn æ CŒ, Dn æ DŒ. (5.9)
where the chirality ‡ does not disorder [30]. However, since the handedness
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field ‡ is a composite of {l, m, n} featuring also in-plane ordering, these
transitions require more fine tuning in comparison to those in Eq. (5.8).
In the opposite limit, if the in-plane order with order parameter B
is su ciently strong in comparison to the axial ordering A[n], we can
disorder the primary axis n without destroying the in-plane order upon
increasing the temperature. Note that due to the O(3) constraint, the
axial ordering is never fully independent in the presence of the perpendic-
ular in-plane ordering that fixes n up to sign. Therefore, upon disordering




























which is a simply a reflection with respect to the (l, m) plane that acts
trivially on the in-plane ordering. Other symmetry operations transform-
ing n to ≠n, such as the inversion or a two-fold rotations about an axis in
the (l, m)-plane, however, these will simultaneously transform the in-plane
order. If such symmetries belong to the original symmetry group G, they
will lead to enhanced in-plane symmetries in combination with ‡h. There-
fore the new symmetries due to the disordering of the axial order AG[n]
are generated by the elements ÈG, ‡hÍ leading to either the direct product
structure GÕ ◊ { , ‡h} or the semi-direct product GÕ n { , ‡h}, where GÕ
has either n-fold or 2n-fold. These are transitions between phases with
di erent “biaxial” orders BG and BGú , for convenience to be referred to
as biaxial-biaxialú transitions, where superscript in Gú denotes the pres-
ence of the additional reflections in comparison with the low temperature
symmetries G. The behavior of the associated orders in the generalized
uniaxial-biaxial transitions Eq. (5.8) and biaxial-biaxialú transition are
summarized in Table 5.2.
More specifically for the latter “biaxial-biaxialú” case, since ‡h is al-
ready contained in the groups Cnh and Dnh, the disordering of the primary
axis with order parameter AG[n] will lead to the phase transition of the
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generalized nematics with symmetries {Cn, Cnv, S2n, Dn, Dnh, Dnd}
Cn æ Cnh,
S2n æ C2nh,
Cnv, Dn æ Dnh,
Dnd æ D2nh, (5.11)
as follows from the subgroup structure of O(3). Since ‡h is already con-
tained in the groups Cnh and Dnh, the biaxial* phase is not present for
these nematics.
Indeed, we see that these transitions have more interesting features
than the generalized uniaxial-biaxial transitions in Eq. (5.8), because ‡h
may be “fused” to the parent symmetries via a direct product or semi-
direct product, leading to di erent e ects on the original order. For in-
stance, for Cn and Cnv nematics, whose axial order parameter AG[n] is
simply the vector n, disordering the primary axis in the presence of the
in-plane order, i.e. adding the extra symmetry generator ‡h, will simply
lift this vector to a director. Consequently, the original axial order is de-
stroyed, but a new axial order will persist as long as B is ordered and lead
to the nematic BGú .
Moreover, as given in Eq. (5.4), the axial order parameter for Dn
nematics is already fixed by the in-plane Cn rotations up to a sign, as
well as being invariant under the dihedral fi-rotations m æ ≠m, n æ ≠n.
Therefore, perhaps counter intuitively, upon increasing the temperature
and disordering the primary axis, i.e. adding ‡h to the symmetries of the
phase, only leads to the vanishing of the chiral order parameter ‡, while
the axial order parameter A[n] is still non-zero, albeit with reduction
in its magnitude due to the higher temperature. Last but not the least,
in the cases of S2n and Dnd nematics, since the biaxial order parameter
for these symmetries is a function of all the three triads, BS2n,Dnd =
BS2n,Dnd [l, m, n], disordering n and promoting ‡h to the axial axis lifts
their in-plane structure to a higher in-plane symmetry.
5.2 Gauge theory realization of generalized biax-
ial transitions
The generalized biaxial transitions in Eq. (5.8) and Eq. (5.11) generalize
the biaxial-uniaxial transition of D2h nematics into a much broader class.
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These transitions can be readily realized by a gauge-theoretical descrip-
tion for generalized nematics discussed in Chapter 3. We now recollect
the model and show how anisotropic couplings that do not break any
symmetries serve as tuning parameters for the generalized nematic phase
transitions in Sec. 5.1.2.
5.2.1 O(3)/G lattice gauge theory for generalized nematics
In Chapter 3, we introduced a lattice model to describe nematic orders
with an arbitrary three-dimensional point group symmetry. The model
is a discrete non-Abelian gauge theory, generalizing from Z2 Abelian
Lammert-Rokshar-Toner model for DŒh-uniaxial nematic liquid crystals
[25, 26]. In this model, instead of directly dealing with tensor order pa-
rameters, the symmetry of three dimensional nematic orders is realized
by a point-group-symmetric gauge theory coupled to O(3) matrices. Ac-
cordingly, the nematic phase and the isotropic phase are realized by the
Higgs phase and the confined phase of the gauge theory, respectively. The
model is defined by the Hamiltonian [23],
























HHiggs is a Higgs term describing interactions between matter fields
Ri and gauge fields Uij . The matter fields Ri’s live on the sites of a
cubic lattice and are defined by the O(3) matrix in Eq. (5.1). The gauge
fields Uij ’s are of the symmetry of G and live on the link ÈijÍ. J is a
coupling matrix determining how the local axises n–i interact. This model
is invariant under gauge transformations
Ri æ LiRi, Uij æ LiUijLTj , ’Li œ G, (5.15)
which leads to the local identification
Ri ƒ LiRi, n– ƒ L–—i n—i , Li œ G. (5.16)
Thus HHiggs can e ectively model the orientational interaction between
two G-symmetric “mesogens”. In addition, HHiggs has the global O(3)-
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rotation symmetry
Ri æ RiWT , W œ O(3). (5.17)
Since gauge symmetries cannot be broken [28], the fully ordered Higgs
phase of HHiggs will develop long range order characterized by G-invariant
tensor order parameters and thus realizes spontaneous symmetry breaking
of Eq. (5.17) from an isotropic O(3) liquid phase to a generalized nematic
phase with the symmetry G [23].





denotes the oriented products of gauge fields around plaquettes ⇤ . Pla-
quettes with non-zero flux U⇤ ”= represent gauge defects. Gauge defects
in the same conjugacy class are physically equivalent, correspondingly
their core energy, KC
µ
, is a function of the conjugacy classes Cµ of the
group G. These gauge defects corresponding to the Volterra defects in
nematics [23], thus one can in principle turn the topological defects in
nematic via assigning these gauge fluxes a finite core energy. However, for
the purpose of realizing the generalized biaxial transitions in Eqs. (5.8)
and (5.11), the Hamiltonian HHiggs is su cient and for simplicity we will
take KC
µ
= 0 in the following.
5.2.2 Anisotropic couplings and generalized biaxial transi-
tions
In terms of n–i = {li, mi, ni}, we can define a local triad vector nÕ—j =
U—“ij n
“
j at a site j, which has been brought (“parallel transported”) into








J–—n–i · nÕ—j . (5.19)
This shows explicitly that J–— parametrizes the interaction between two
local triads.
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Table 5.3. Classification the coupling matrix J. The coupling matrix J
needs to be invariant under a given three-dimensional point group G, LJLT = J,
’L œ G. The possible forms of J can be found in from a standard textbook for
solid state physics, e.g., Ref. [137].
Symmetry
Groups Coupling Matrix
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Moreover, J has to respect the symmetry of the underlying “mesogens”
(order parameter fields). In the language of the gauge theory, it needs to
satisfy the constraint
LJLT = J, ’L œ G (5.20)
for a given gauge group G. This heavily restricts the possible forms of
J. These possible forms can be found from a standard textbook for solid
state physics like Ref. [137], and we tabulate the results in Table 5.3 for
the convenience of the reader.
Table 5.3 shows that anisotropic couplings are allowed for axial ne-
matics. This anisotropy is hardwired in the gauge theory Eq. (5.12) and
do not break any additional symmetries. Although we have fixed the lo-
cal point group action, i.e. the gauge symmetries, in terms of the triads
{li, mi, ni}, we can always diagonalize the symmetric matrix J–— by a
global redefinition Ri æ DRi, Uij æ DUijDT . Inspecting the allowed
matrices J, the only non-trivial case are the simple monoclinic symme-
tries (Cs, C2, C2h,), since in the case of C1 and Ci ƒ S2 = { , ≠ }, there
are no rotational gauge symmetries Uij to begin with. It is easy to see
that the monoclinic symmetries only introduce a common ± sign in the
(l, m)-plane with the non-diagonal couplings. Therefore without loss of






















with J1, J2, J3 Ø 0 for nematic alignment. For the monoclinic symmetries,
this requires J13 Æ
Ô
J1J3 and we do not consider negative or “antine-
matic” couplings [138, 139].
The line of thought can actually be reversed in the sense that we
can take couplings J1, J2, J3 be a measure of the three dimensionality of
the “mesogens”. One realizes that they provide tuning parameters for
the phase transitions involving the axial and in-plane ordering. For the
purpose of realizing the transitions in Eq. (5.8) and Eq. (5.11), we can
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where J1 specifies the coupling of the in-plane degrees of freedom and
J3 the coupling between the primary axes. Therefore this form of J is
allowed for all axial groups and quantifies the anisotropy between the in-
plane order and axial order, as the situation considered in Section 5.1.1.
The fact that the phase transitions are tuned with respect to the in-
versed temperature — = 1/T reduces the the independent dimensionless






, or equivalently J3J1 , is in fact an analogue to the so-called biaxiality
parameter of D2h nematics [140–142, 71]. Accordingly, when J1J3 is suf-
ficiently small, upon increasing temperature we expect that the in-plane
order will be lost while the axial order still persist, leading to the gen-
eralized biaxial-uniaxial transition given in Eq. (5.8). In the opposite
limit, where J1J3 is su ciently large, it is possible to disorder the axial or-
der while the in-plane order is still maintained, leading to the generalized
biaxial-biaxial* transitions characterized by Eq. (5.11). Between these
two limiting cases we expect direct transitions from the biaxial nematics
to the O(3) isotropic liquid. Note however that in general the “biaxial”
in-plane order is much more fragile than the uniaxial order of the primary
axial axis. Furthermore, the biaxial in-plane order reinforces the uniaxial
order since it fixes the perpendicular axial order up to a sign. Conversely,
the presence of the axial order reinforces the biaxial order much less, since
ordering along n still leaves in-plane SO(2) fluctuations before the full
ordering sets in. As has been discovered in Chapter 3, the highly symmet-
ric order parameter fields experience giant fluctuations and generalized
biaxial nematics with a more symmetric in-plane structure require much
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larger J1J3 to stabilize the in-plane order.
Nevertheless, although J1J3 parameterizes the anisotropy of the in-plane
and axial order of general biaxial nematics, they are defined in the gauge
theory, so their values do not directly describe the relative strength of
the in-plane order and axial order. Therefore J1J3 > 1 does not neces-
sary mean the in-plane order is favored, and vice versa. Moreover, in the
gauge theoretical e ective Hamiltonian Eq. (4.7) terms respecting all the
symmetries appear order by order. Due to the O(3) relations Eqs. (5.1)
and (5.2), naturally only two of the orthonormal triads are fully indepen-
dent. Therefore gauge invariant interactions such as (li ◊ mi) · (lj ◊ mj) =
‡i‡jni · nj or (li · lj)2 + (li · mj)2 + (mi · lj)2 + (mi · mj)2 ≥ (ni · nj)2 will
be present with coe cients parametrized by powers of J1. Consequently,
eventhough J3 = 0, e ective axial interactions J3,e (J1)‡i‡jni · nj or
J Õ3,e (J1)(ni · nj)2 will be generated if allowed by the symmetries. In
particular this a ects higher order axial symmetries that have high rank
order parameter tensors with large fluctuations.
5.2.3 Temperature-anisotropy phase diagrams
Based on the discussions in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2.2, we can now sketch
the phase diagrams of biaxial nematics at di erent temperatures and
anisotropies of J defined in Eq. (5.22). For simplicity, here we will restrict
us to axial nematics whose in-plane structure is not very symmetric, so
the induced e ective axial coupling is not quite relevant. However, in the
Appendix 5.A we will briefly discuss situations of highly symmetric axial
nematics and the e ect of the induced axial coupling.
The phase diagrams with respect to J1J3 and
J3
J1
are shown in Fig. 5.1
and Fig. 5.2, respectively. Since J1J3 and
J3
J1
are equivalent in measuring
the anisotropy of J, these two phase diagrams should be consistent.
Firstly, they should give the same phases and phase transitions. Con-
cretely, in the J1J3 phase diagram Fig. 5.1, we expect the generalized
biaxial-uniaxial transitions in Eq. (5.8) to happen at small J1J3 , and the
generalized biaxial-biaxialú transitions of Eq. (5.11) happen at large J1J3 .
These phase transitions should respectively appear at large J3J1 and small
J3
J1
in the J3J1 phase diagram Fig. 5.2.
Secondly, the anisotropies of J should also be consistent in these two
types of phase diagrams. In the J1J3 and
J3
J1
phase diagrams, we can define a
critical anisotropy (J1J3 )
U
c and (J3J1 )
U


















Figure 5.1. The schematic temperature-anisotropy phase diagrams for the axial




to weak and strong in-plane coupling, respectively. (J1J3 )
U
c and (J1J3 )
B
c are the
critical anisotropy where the generalized biaxial-uniaxial transitions in Eq. (5.8)
and the biaxial-biaxialú transitions in Eq. (5.11) terminate, respectively. Solid
lines in the figure are for all axial symmetries {Cn, Cnv, S2n, Cnh, Dn, Dnh, Dnd},

















Figure 5.2. The schematic temperature-anisotropy phase diagrams for the axial
nematics with not very large, as a function of J3J1 . Similarly to Fig. 5.1, but small
and large J3J1 correspond to strong and weak in-plane coupling, respectively.
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since they correspond to the same anisotropy of J. A critical anisotropy
for the generalized biaxial-biaxialú transition can be defined in a similar
way, as (J1J3 )
B
c and (J3J1 )
B










Moreover, as we discussed in Section 5.2.2, biaxial nematics with a
more symmetric in-plane structure require larger J1 to stabilize the in-
plane order. The critical anisotropy (J1J3 )
U
c for the uniaxial-biaxial tran-
sitions in the J1J3 phase diagram Fig. 5.1 will therefore move to the right
for biaxial nematics with a larger in-plane n-fold rotational symmetry
or having more reflection planes acting on in-plane axes. One the other
hand, since a weaker in-plane order in turn means a stronger axial order,
the critical anisotropy (J1J3 )
B
c for the biaxial-biaxialú transitions will cor-
respondingly move to the right. Accordingly, in these critical anisotropies
of J will move to the opposite direction in the J3J1 phase diagram Fig. 5.2
Lastly, although the gauge theoretical formulation is not realized mi-
croscopically in any condensed matter system, it encodes the mesogenic
symmetries very e ciently and we expect the qualitative features and the
topology of the phase diagrams to be applicable to many generalized ne-
matic systems. This is clear from the biaxial-uniaxial phase diagrams for
symmetries D2 and D2h, where all expected features of the mean-field
phase diagram are recovered [140, 71], as will be discussed in more detail
in Section 5.3.
5.3 Monte-Carlo simulations
We have simulated the J1J3 and
J3
J1
phase diagrams shown in Figs. 5.1 and
5.2 for nematics with symmetries {S2, C2, C2v, C2h, D2, D2h, D2d} which
covers all types of axial symmetries. Moreover, we also checked the phase
transitions in Eqs. (5.8)and (5.11) for many higher symmetries such as S4,
C3v, D3, D3h, D4, D4h, D6 and D6h. We used the standard Metropolis
Monte-Carlo algorithm, and the simulations were performed on lattices
with the size L3 = 103, 123, 163. Our results agree with the above scenario
of generalized biaxial phase transitions.
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Table 5.4. Generalized biaxial phase transitions for
{S2, C2, C2v, C2h, D2, D2h, D2d} nematics. The first column specifies the
symmetries and the second column specifies the type of the phase transition.
The third and fourth column give the orders which have been destroyed and
survive during the phase transition. The explicit from of the associated order









S2 æ C2h BS22 , BS23 ADŒh , BS21 = BC2h
S2 S2 æ DŒh BS2 ADŒh
S2 æ O(3) ADŒh , BS2 None
C2 æ C2h ‡ ACŒv , BC2 = BC2h
C2 C2 æ CŒv BC2 , ‡ ACŒv
C2 æ O(3) ACŒv , BC2 , ‡ None
C2v æ D2h ACŒv ADŒh , BC2v = BD2h
C2v C2v æ CŒv BC2v ACŒv
C2v æ O(3) ACŒv , BC2v None
C2h C2h æ DŒh BC2h ADŒh
C2h æ O(3) ADŒh , BC2h None
D2 æ D2h ‡ ADŒh , BD2 = BD2h
D2 D2 æ DŒh BD2 , ‡ ADŒh
D2 æ O(3) ADŒh , BD2 , ‡ None
D2h D2h æ DŒh BD2h ADŒh
D2h æ O(3) ADŒh , BD2h None
D2d æ D4h BD2d ADŒh , BD4h
D2d D2d æ DŒh BD2d ADŒh
D2d æ O(3) ADŒh , BD2d None
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5.3.1 Determination of the phases
To determine the symmetry of a nematic phase with the tensor order
parameter OG, one in principle needs to consider all the entries of OG.
However, for interactions favoring homogeneous distribution of the order
parameter fields, such as the interaction in the gauge model Eq. (5.12),
the symmetry of the phase can be revealed by the strength of the ordering









i averages over the system and contractions for
repeated indexes are assumed. This nematic ordering strength will develop
a finite value in the ordered phase and vanish in the disordered phase (For
more details of this method see Chapter 4.).
For axial nematics, we accordingly need to define the ordering strength













(Èq2A,BÍ ≠ ÈqA,BÍ2). (5.28)
where È...Í denotes the thermal average
In addition, we also computed the heat capacity and the susceptibility








(È‡2Í ≠ È‡Í2). (5.30)
where E is the internal energy of the system, and ‡ = 1L3
q
i ‡i is the
global chiral order parameter.




are equivalent in describing the anisotropy of the








Figure 5.3. Temperature-anisotropy phase diagram of D2h (a) and C2h (b)
nematics as a function of J1J3 . At small
J1
J3
, there is a sequence of biaixal-uniaxial-
liquid transition with a vestigial DŒh uniaxial phase. The vestigial uniaxial phase
terminates at a tricritial or triple point, after which the transition sequence truns
to a direct biaxial-liquid transition. There is no the biaxial-biaxialú transition in
Eq. (5.11) in these two cases.
one or the other in practical simulations. We aimed at the generalized
biaxial-uniaxial transitions in Eq. (5.8) by the J1J3 phase diagram, since
the biaxialú phase may require extremely large J1J3 and is in general di cult
to access in the J1J3 phase diagram. On the other hand, we used the
J3
J1
phase diagram.to discuss the generalized biaxial-biaxialú transitions.
The results are presented in Figs. 5.3 – 5.8. The associated order
parameters and their behaviors in the phase transitions are collected in
Table 5.1 and Table 5.4, respectively.
These phase diagrams correctly give the expected phase and phase
transitions, inluding the well known biaxial-uniaxial transition of D2h and
D2 nematics [140–142]. Particularly, in the J1J3 phase digram for D2 ne-
matics in Fig. 5.4(a), we find that the transition between the D2-biaxial
nematic phase and the O(3) isotropic liquid phase is first-order like. Both
‰(qB), ‰(‡) and Cv exhibit a sudden peak at this transition, and the
magnitude of their peak grows dramatically with the lattice size. This
discontinuity continues to the biaxial-uniaxial transition line. Therefore,
at where the three transition lines in Fig. 5.4(a) meet, we identify a
triple point that the three phases can coexist. Moreover, in the middle of
the biaxial-uniaxial transition line we find evidence for a tricritical point
where the first order phase transition terminates and the transition be-








Figure 5.4. Temperature-anisotropy phase diagrams of D2 nematics as a func-
tion of J1J3 (a) and
J3
J1
(b). In addition to a biaxial-liquid transition, there is a







Figure 5.5. Temperature-anisotropy phase diagrams of S2 nematics as a func-
tion of J1J3 (a) and
J3
J1
(b). The S2 æ DŒh biaxial-uniaxial transition at small J1J3
region and the S2 æ C2h biaxial-biaxialú transition at large J1J3 region are shown








Figure 5.6. Temperature-anisotropy phase diagrams of C2 nematics as a func-
tion of J1J3 (a) and
J3
J1
(b). The C2 æ C2h biaxial-biaxialú transition is only shown
in the J3J1 phase diagram for practical convenience.
biaxial nematics in Ref. [98].
Moreover, these numerical phase diagrams demonstrate the consis-
tency of the critical anisotropic couplings discussed in Section 5.2.3. Take
the D2 nematic as an example. As can be seen from Fig. 5.4(a), the crit-
ical anisotropy for the uniaxial-biaxial transition in the J1J3 phase diagram
in Fig. 5.4(a) is (J1J3 )
U
c ≥ 0.6. Consistently, the same anisotropy in the J3J1
phase digram in Fig. 5.4(b) is given by (J3J1 )
U
c ≥ 1.7, satisfying Eq. (5.23).
Although we only show results for a small set of axial nematics, we
can already see the tendency of the value of the critical anisotropies with
respect to the in-plane symmetry of the order. Take D2 and D2d nematics
as an example. These orders have the same axial structure, while the D2d
order has a four-fold in-plane rotational symmetry, as compared to the
two-fold rotational symmetry in the D2 phase. Therefore, we expect the
critical anisotropies (J3J1 )
U
c and (J3J1 )
B
c of the D2 order to be larger than
those in the D2d case, which is indeed the case in Fig. 5.4(b) and Fig.
5.8(b). As another example, both C2 and D2 symmetry have a two-fold
in-plane rotations. However, the latter one is more symmetric in its axial
order. This in turn means that the axial order in the C2 case is stronger
relative to its in-plane order. Therefore, we expect the critical anisotropies
(J3J1 )
U
c and (J3J1 )
B
c of the C2 order to be smaller than those in the D2 order,









Figure 5.7. Temperature-anisotropy phase diagrams of C2v nematics as a func-
tion of J1J3 (a) and
J3
J1
(b). The C2v æ D2h biaxial-biaxialú transition is only







Figure 5.8. Temperature-anisotropy phase diagrams of D2d nematics as a func-
tion of J1J3 (a) and
J3
J1
(b). The D2d æ D4h biaxial-biaxialú transition is only
shown in the J3J1 phase diagram for practical convenience.
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5.4 Concluding remarks
There is a rich landscape of unexplored generalized nematics, entailing
not only a diversity of orientational phases in terms of their symmetry
but also an abundance in possible vestigial phases. In this chapter, we
have discussed the anisotropy-induced vestigial uniaxial and biaxial phases
for nematics characterized by axial point-group symmetries and studied
their phase transitions. Our results generalize the well-studied biaxial-
uniaxial transition of D2h nematics to a much broader class, that can be
directly accessed within our earlier proposed gauge theoretical formula-
tion of generalized nematics and follow from a-priori symmetry arguments.
This framework allows us in particular to compare nematics and vestigial
phases with di erent symmetries in one common reference. Utilizing this
formalism, we found that, in comparison to the familiar D2h biaxial ne-
matic phase, nematic phases with high axial symmetries require much
lower temperature to stabilize their order. This motivates the fact that
biaxial phases with high symmetry are di cult to realize in reality and
have not yet been experimentally encountered: before reaching the low
temperature demanded by the biaxial order, crystallization may already
start playing a role. Consequently, columnar, smectic and/or crystalline
phases may occur instead of a generalized nematic phase. These challenges
not withstanding, the advances in the fabrication and manipulation of col-
loidal systems of nanoparticles appear in fact promising with regards to
stabilizing generalized nematic phases in the laboratory in the near future
[80, 77, 81, 78, 83].
Besides these generalized biaxial transitions, there may be more vesti-
gial phases and transitions in the gauge model Eq. (5.12). Those phases
are associated with the defects in the model, which have been ignored in
this work by setting Hgauge = 0 in Eq. (5.12), describing the confined and
Higgs phases of the model. From the point of view of topological melt-
ing, phase transitions may be understood as a proliferation of topological
defects [26, 30, 31]. To illustrate this further we can take the D2h-biaxial
nematic as an example. According to homotopy theory, topological de-
fects of D2h nematics are classified by the five conjugacy classes of the
quaternion group Q8 [143, 19, 20, 116]. Among these defects, there are
only three elementary ones, which are the fi-disclinations in the three or-
thogonal planes of the three dimensional space. In the transition of the
nematic phase to the O(3) liquid phase, all these defects proliferate. In
the biaxial-uniaxial transition, however, one of them stays gapped. This
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implies that a phase transition can be a ected by the tuning of the energy
cost of topological defects. The gauge model Eq. (5.12) provides a natural
way to do this. Concretely, when the Hgauge term is set to be zero, topo-
logical defects in the model only cost elastic energy by the HHiggs term.
By tuning on the Hgauge term, however, we can introduce a finite core
energy to a particular class of topological defects, and therefore modify
the nature of the phase transition. While such defect terms Hgauge ”= 0
have been identified to be important in the melting of many quantum
nematics [60, 61, 58, 59, 16, 144], they have not yet been discovered to
play a role in the realm of classical nematics and melting [145]. The rich
physics associated with these ideas leave many interesting avenues of for
future research in the generalized nematic systems.
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5.A Phase diagrams for axial nematics with high
symmetries
So far we have focused on axial nematics with a not very symmetric in-
plane structure, where the induced axial coupling does not have profound
e ects. For axial nematics with high symmetries, the induced axial cou-
pling becomes more relevant and may stabilize a uniaxial phase always
before the underlying biaxial phase. Here we will briefly discuss the gen-
eral feature of these situations. For more details, see Ref. [32].
In Fig. 5.9, we show the J1-J3 phase diagram for D2h, D3h and D4h
nematics. Let us first focus on the D2h case in Fig. 5.9(a). As in the
temperature-anisotropy phase diagram in Fig. 5.3(a), in the region with
small J1 and large J3 there is a vestigial uniaxial phase sandwiched be-
tween the fully ordered biaxial phase and the disordered liquid phase. The
critical anisotropy where the vestigial uniaxial phase starts appearing is
consistent with that of Fig. 5.3(a), up to our numerical accuracy. Moving
to D3h case, the increased in-plane symmetry requires a larger in-plane
coupling (lower temperature and larger J1J3 anisotropy) to stabilize the bi-
axial order, due to the more severe fluctuations. The biaxial phase is
therefore squeezed by the liquid phase and the vestigial uniaxial phase.
The squeezing of the biaxial phase is even more prominent for the D4h
nematics, where the in-plane symmetry is increased further. In particular,
since very large in-plane coupling is required to stabilize the highly sym-
metric D4h order, before the biaxial phase is realized, the induced axial
coupling is always su ciently strong for the uniaxial order. This leads to
a vestigial uniaxial phase realized for all non-negative values of the “bare”
axial coupling J3, while the direct biaxial-liquid transition is absent. The
same is true for the more symmetric D6h nematics, with a even larger
region of the vestigial uniaxial phase.
However, one should not interpret this as a no-go theorem for a direct
biaxial-liquid transition in the case of highly symmetric biaxial nematics.
Instead, this simply means that in order to realize this transition, one
needs to consider a model with “anti-nematic” coupling for the axial order
to o set the induced axial coupling.
The above discussions can similarly be verified for D2, D3 and D4
nematics as well, as shown in Fig. 5.10. Nonetheless, since the biaxial-
biaxialú transition is possible for these cases, in the small J3 region, there
is in addition a vestigial biaxial* phase. This phase is also squeezed as
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(a) D2h phase diagram
(b) D3h phase diagram
(c) D4h phase diagram
Figure 5.9. The J1-J3 phase diagram of (a) D2h, (b) D3h and (c) D4h nematics.
Similar to the temperature-anisotropy phase diagram in Fig. 5.3(a), there is a
vestigial uniaxial phase appearing from the region with small J1 and large J3
(small J1J3 ), realizing the generalized biaxial-uniaxial transition in Eq. (5.8). As
the symmetry increases, this vestigial uniaxial phase becomes more prominent
and the fully ordered biaxial phase is remarkably squeezed. When the symmetry
is su ciently high, the vestigial uniaxial phase appears adjacent to the isotropic
liquid due to the symmetry allowed axial terms. The red star in the D2h and D3h
case highlights a tricritical/triple point where the three transition lines meet.
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(a) D2 phase diagram
(b) D3 phase diagram
(c) D4 phase diagram
Figure 5.10. The J1-J3 phase diagram of D2 (a), D3 (b) and D4 (c) nematics.
Similar to Fig. 5.9, but there is in addition a vestigial biaxialú phase at small J3
region, realizing the generalized biaxial-biaxialú transition in Eq. (5.11). Both
this vestigial biaxialú phase and the fully ordered biaxial phase are squeezed
considerably as the symmetry increases. The associated tricritical/triple points
at where transition lines meet are highlighted by large stars.
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symmetries increase, as in the case of the fully ordered biaxial phase.
Moreover, in cases of D2 and D3, there are direct transitions from the
fully ordered biaxial phase or vestigial biaxial phase to the liquid phase.
For the highly symmetric D4 case, however, these transitions are replaced
by a biaxial-uniaxial or a biaxialú-uniaxial transition, since a vestigial
uniaxial phase exists for all non-negative values of J3 as in the D4h case




The central result of our study in this thesis is the introduction of the
O(3)/G gauge theory. This theory utilizes a tool from high energy physics,
non-Abelian gauge theory, to describe the statistical physics of nematic
orders with an intrinsic three-dimensional point group symmetry. These
orders are ubiquitous in condensed matter physics. However, due to the
intrinsic symmetry, they require tensor order parameters of unprecedented
complexity. Traditional approaches, like the Landau theory and order-
parameter-based lattice models, are thus practically not implementable in
general. The gauge theory we introduced, on the other hand, fits these
nematic orders in a unified framework in an e cient way.
A physical theory should be able to produce useful results. It has
been shown that this O(3)/G gauge theory can act as an order parameter
generator. Accordingly, we have derived the order parameters for the
physically most interesting point-group symmetries. They are anticipated
to be helpful for characterizing novel phases in quantum and classical
magnets, spinor atoms and assemblies of molecules.
A physical theory should also be able to make testable predictions.
With this gauge theory, we have identified the giant fluctuations of highly
symmetric orientational orders, and, more interestingly, the emergence of a
fluctuation-induced classical chiral liquid phase. We have also generalized
the biaxial-uniaxial transition of plate like mesogens to a much broader
class of biaxial transitions. This include seven types of biaxial-uniaxial
transitions and five types of transitions between di erent biaxial phases.
Given the rapid progress in the tailoring nanoparticles with particular
shapes, these phases and phase transitions might well find their way to
the laboratory in a near future. Additionally, they can also be verified by
numerical experiments such as molecule dynamics where interactions with
a certain symmetry can be readily modeled.
Other than these results, the power of the O(3)/G gauge theory has
far from been fully mobilized.
This theory provides a platform to chase possible new universality
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classes from O(3) breaking. As has been discussed in the beginning of
this thesis, phase transitions which break O(3) symmetry may have dis-
tinct critical behaviors and the nature of most of them remain to explore.
Though in principle these critical properties can also be examined in terms
of traditional Landau methods, there one will encounter obstacles raised
from the tensor structure of associated order parameters. These obstacles
are largely avoided with the O(3)/G gauge theory since it does not di-
rectly deal with order parameter fields. For the purpose of chasing new
universality classes, among the three-dimensional point groups, polyhedral
symmetries {Th, O, Oh, I, Ih} require an even rank ordering tensor, thus
a first order phase transition is generically expected; finite axial groups
require two ordering tensors and the associated phase transitions may de-
pend on the way how these two tensors couple. The tetrahedral-T and
-Td symmetry, on the other hand, require only a single odd rank ordering
tensor, and thereby these can be a good starting point.
Moreover, the O(3)/G gauge theory provides a scheme to study com-
peting exchange interactions of general orientational orders as well. Com-
petition often leads to new physics, such as frustration. We have a model
for the ferromagnetic interaction of general orientational orders at hand,
and by re-defining the inner product in the model, the ferromagnetic inter-
action can be modified to non-ferromagnetic interactions. Thus a model of
competing interactions of general orientational orders can be constructed.
Given the exotic properties of frustrated Ising and Heisenberg magnets,
one may expect to find richer physics from the competition between gen-
eral orientational orders.
Furthermore, this theory is convenient for controlling topological de-
fects in the system. Via the Yang-Mills plaquette term, we can insert
certain types of defects into the system, or suppress them, and examine
their influence on thermaldynamic quantities and phase transitions. This
may even lead to intermediate phases besides the chiral liquid phase and
those in the generalized biaxial transitions. From the view of defect melt-
ing, the biaxial-uniaxial transition of axial nematics can be understood as
defects of di erent topological charges are proliferated separately. There-
fore, it should not be a surprise by assigning distinct core energies to these
defects (in terms of coe cients of the Yang-Mills plaquette term), di erent
intermediate phases will be preferred.
Finally, there is a rich landscape of non-Abelian topological orders in
the O(3)/G gauge theory. So far we have mainly focused on physics of
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matter fields. Discrete gauge theories, however, are topological field theo-
ries in the sense that their deconfined phase has non-trivial ground state
degeneracy and supports fractionalized excitations. Studies in literatures
of discrete gauge theories are often limited to ZN type Abelian theories.
The O(3)/G gauge theory, which inherits the topological properties of dis-
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De ordening van alle mogelijke kristalstructuren in twee en drie dimensies
behelst een van de wetenschappelijke hoogtepunten van de 19e eeuw. Der-
gelijke tastbare kristallen breken, wiskundig gezien, de translatie- en rota-
tiesymmetrie van de onderliggende ruimte en worden beschreven middels
een zogenaamde ruimtegroep. Vloeibare kristallen, daarentegen, breken
alleen de rotatiesymmetrieën en zouden a priori dus op eenzelfde ma-
nier moeten kunnen worden ingedeeld in termen van alle mogelijke punt-
groepen, i.e. de ondergroepen van de volledig isotrope orthogonale groep
O(3). Desalniettemin is traditiegetrouw de wetenschappelijke aandacht
voor vloeibare kristallen vooral gefocust op uniaxiale nematische fasen,
die één hoofdas bezitten en beschreven worden door puntgroep DŒh, en
systemen waarbij ook in een tweede richting orde optreedt, de biaxiale
vloeibare kristallen met D2h-symmetrie. Dit is echter slechts een greep uit
het totaal aantal mogelijkheden; in drie ruimtelijke dimensies bestaan er
zeven oneindige families van axiale en polyhedrale groepen en elke punt-
groep kan in principe met een nematische fase corresponderen. De ge-
bruikelijke orderparametermethodiek om deze fasen te bestuderen, i.e. de
Landau-de Gennes theorie, is echter zeer gecompliceerd en gaat gepaard
met onhanteerbare tensoren van hoge orde. In dit proefschrift worden
dergelijk systemen daarom belicht vanuit een alternatief perspectief dat
gebaseerd is op een ijktheoretische beschrijving van vloeibare kristallen en
corresponderende faseovergangen.
De onderliggende theorie betreft een niet-Abelse discrete ijktheorie
waarin O(3) materie wordt gekoppeld aan een ijkveld. Dit ijkveld incor-
poreert e ectief de onderliggende puntgroepsymmetrie met een overeen-
komst in fysische vrijheidsgraden tussen de nematische fase in kwestie en
de beschrijving als resultaat: de O(3) materie met locale ijksymmetrie
fungeert als een orderparameterveld. Dergelijke ijktheorieën alsmede de
bijbehorende fasen zijn veelvuldig bestudeerd in de context van de deel-
tjesfysica en de vloeibare kristal en isotrope vloeibare fasen corresponderen
respectievelijk met de welbekende Higgs en confined fase van de ijktheorie.
Omdat in deze aanpak de onderliggende puntgroepsymmetrie direct wordt
meegnomen in de formulering kunnen de resultaten komende uit de stan-
daard Landau-de Gennes theorie worden gereproduceerd zonder dat de
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gecompliceerde tensoren daadwerkelijk hoeven worden te berekend. Bo-
vendien biedt de ijktheoretische beschrijving een algemeen raamwerk dat
alle nematische fasen eenduidig en e cient kan bestuderen.
De ijktheoretische beschrijving kan verder de orderparametertensoren
expliciet genereren, dit in tegenstelling tot de traditionele Landau-de Gen-
nes verhandelingen waar vooraf de concrete vorm met behulp van sym-
metrieoverwegingen moet worden bepaald. Dit betekent dat men eerst de
zeer complexe orderparamatertensor moet construeren alvorens het model
en alle relevante interacties kunnen worden bepaald voor het specifieke ge-
val in kwestie. Met de ijktheoretische beschrijving in handen kunnen we
echter alle orderparameters eenduidig vinden met de onderliggende sym-
metrie als enige invoer. Een belangrijk resultaat in dit proefschrift betreft
dan ook een systematische categorisering van alle orderparameters voor
alle interessante symmetriegevallen, inclusief alle kristallijne puntgroepen,
axiale puntgroepen en het geval van icosahedrale symmetrie. Deze sys-
tematiek in het landschap van mogelijk nematische fasen is, voor zover
wij weten, tot op heden niet ontdekt, hoewel de onderliggende theorie al
aandacht geniet sinds de jaren 70.
Daarnaast stelt de bovengenoemde beschrijving ons in staat om alle
nematische fasen in een referentiekader te vergelijken. Zodoende kunnen
we de orderparameterfluctaties eenduidig vergelijken en vinden we dat
deze monotonisch toenemen voor toenemende symmetrie. Een bijbeho-
rend order-by-disorder mechanisme leidt vervolgens tot de mogelijkheid
van nieuwe rudimentaire fasen, waarvan een fase gekenmerkt door slechts
chiraliteit het meest in het oog springt. We ontdekken dat, met name
hoog in de hiërarchische structuur van de puntgroepen, de fluctuaties ge-
associeerd met nematische orde dramatisch aangroeien. Voor scenarios
betre ende polyhedrale groepen met een chiraliteit, i.e. situaties waar
de spiegelsymmetrie van de isotrope ruimte is gebroken, kunnen derge-
lijke fluctuaties de spiegel- en rotatiesymmetrie onafhankelijk breken en
zodoende aanleiding geven tot de formatie van een rudimentaire fase die
alleen een chirale orde heeft. Deze ontdekkingen zijn dus met nadruk
gestoeld op de voordelen van de ijktheoretische beschrijving, aangezien
Landau-de Gennes theorieën voor verschillende symmetrieën niet eendui-
dig te vergelijken zijn.
Tenslotte vinden we dat we eveneens op natuurlijke wijze anisotropieën
tussen de componenten langs en loodrecht op de hoofdas in de beschrij-
ving van axiale nematische fasen kunnen toevoegen in de ijktheoretische
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beschrijving. Dit stelt ons in staat om nieuwe faseovergangen te voor-
spellen en reeds bekende faseovergangen te verifiëren. In essentie kan dit
worden opgevat als een generalisatie van de welbekende uniaxiale-biaxiale
transitie naar algemene axiale puntgroepsymmetrische nematische fasen




Crystals break both the translational and rotational symmetry of isotropic
space, and are classified by space groups. On the other hand, nematic liq-
uid crystals, which only break the rotational symmetry but are invariant
under translations, should be in principle classified by point groups, i.e.
subgroups of the full rotational group O(3) of isotropic space. Tradi-
tionally, the study of nematic phases has mainly been focused on uniax-
ial nematics with DŒh-point group symmetry and biaxial nematics with
D2h-point group symmetry. However, in three spatial dimensions, point
groups encompass seven infinite families of axial groups and seven poly-
hedral groups. Each point group can correspond to a nematic phase. The
conventional approaches to study these phases, such as Landau-de Gennes
theory or associated lattice models, involve order parameter tensors of high
rank and complicated form, and are in general too unwieldy in practice.
This thesis is devoted to a gauge theoretical description of nematic phases
and the associated phase transitions.
The underlying theory is a non-Abelian discrete gauge theory which
is formulated by a point-group-symmetric gauge theory coupled to O(3)
matter. The gauge symmetry in the theory identifies the orientations of
the O(3) degrees of freedom under given local point group transformations,
and thus realizing the rotational symmetries associated with nematic or-
der. The O(3) matter with local gauge symmetries can be interpreted as
coarse-grained order parameter fields. Similar lattice gauge theories have
been extensively studied in particle physics and the phase structure and
broken symmetry phases have been enumerated. Accordingly, the nematic
phase and the isotropic liquid phase are realized by the so called Higgs
phase and the confined phase of the gauge theory, respectively. Since
this approach emphasizes the symmetries from the outset, it circumvents
the global Landau-de Gennes order parameter description, but does not
directly depend on the complex high-rank order parameter tensors. More-
over, this theory can fit nematics with any three-dimensional point-group
symmetries into a unified framework and treat all of them on a general
footing in an e cient way.
The proposed gauge theory can act as a generator of nematic order
parameter tensors. This is a significant advantage in comparison with the
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traditional Landau-de Gennes theory and the associated lattice models.
Those methods require order parameters as a priori degrees of freedom. As
a consequence, before one can explicitly formulate a Landau-de Gennes
theory or an associated lattice model, one first needs to construct the
highly non-trivial order parameters for each symmetry and then enumerate
their couplings case-by-case. However, with the gauge theory, we are
in principle able to derive the minimal set of order parameter tensors
allowed by the symmetries for all point groups, and have enumerated the
explicit form of those tensors for many physically interesting symmetries
including all the crystallographic point groups, the icosahedral groups as
well as all infinite axial groups. The derivation also allows one to elucidate
their general structure and interrelations. To the best of my knowledge,
this has never been done before in such a general and systematic way,
although this problem has been intensively discussed in the liquid crystal
community since the 1970s.
Furthermore, this gauge theory allows us to compare di erent nematic
symmetries against a common reference. We were therefore able to quan-
tify the orientational fluctuations of nematic orders with increasing sym-
metry and identified an order-by-disorder mechanism for a vestigial chiral
liquid phase. We discovered that toward the top of the three-dimensional
point-group hierarchy, the fluctuations associated with the nematic order
increase tremendously. For the chiral polyhedral nematics, for which the
left-right hand symmetry of isotropic space is broken, fluctuations in ori-
entations may become su ciently severe, such that the orientational order
and the chiral order can be destroyed separately, with the ramification that
room opens for a vestigial liquid phase breaking only chirality. In these ob-
servations we again benefit from the gauge theoretical description o ering
a common microscopic reference making it possible to compare nemat-
ics with di erent symmetries. In the framework of traditional Landau-de
Gennes theory, however, the theoretical description of di erent nematic
phases are formulated in terms of di erent order parameter tensors and/or
couplings, rendering such comparisons to be rather ad hoc and obscure.
Finally, we also show that the gauge theory provides a convenient way
to access the anisotropy between the axial and in-plane order of axial
nematics. We were therefore able to predict and verify many anisotropy-
induced vestigial phases. This extends the extensively studied biaxial-
uniaxial transition of D2h biaxial nematics to a much broader class, iden-
tifying generalized biaxial-uniaxial transitions for all nematics with a finite
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axial-point-group symmetry as well as additional transitions between two
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